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ABSTRACT 
Article 37 of the Euratom Treaty stipulates that each 
Member State shall submit to the Commission such general 
data concerning any plan for the disposal of rac1oactive 
waste as will enable the Commission to give its oPinion 
whether or not the implementation ot such a plan is likely 
to involve radiological conseque~s in another Member 
State. 
In the 12 years during which this Article has been 
applied, the Commission has issued 5? opinions relating 
to 79 nuclear installations. 
This report, which is intended particularly to give 
information to the new Member States,-sets out the pro-
cedure followed in formulating such opinions, the main 
points under consideration when a plan for disposal is 
examined, the experience acquired and some of the 
prospects for the future. 
* * 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
~ ',' 
. ! .; 
Chapter III ("Health Protection") of the Treaty instituting 
the European Ato):{l_ic. Ene+gy .Comm\lility (Euz;atom) imposes upon 
' \ ; i,l • ' • i. '· • ' 
lVfember States :tbe fo],:j.qwing .. qbl·igation.~ regard~ng t~e dis-
• '! ~ l • ' j : • ' ' ' - ... ... 
.·'j'.; 
"Artic~~ ,37 
"Each Uember State shall ~ubmit to .~h~ Gom~ssion 
• c ' 
such general data concerning any plan for the dispo-
sal of any kind of radioactive waste as will enable 
the Commission to determine whether the implementa-
tion of such plan is likely to involve radioactive 
contamination of the water, soil or airspace of 
another l'1ember State." 
"The Commission, after consulting the group of 
experts referred to in Article 31, shall give its 
opinion thereon within a period of six months." 
Another article of the Treaty (Article 38) defines the 
measures to be taken by the Commission in order to preclude 
all possibility of the permissible level of radioactivity 
in the atmosphere, water or soil as specified in the Euratom 
Basic Safety Stardards for the protection of the health of 
the general public and workers against ionizing radiations 
being exceeded in l'Iember States. 
After more than twel7e years 1 experience of the applica-
tion of the Treaty, it seemed useful to present a review of 
the work that has been carried out under the terms of 
Article 37 and to appraise the lessons that can be drawn 
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from it. This report is also intended to provide background 
inf0rmation for new Member States. •.\.. I '.•_1;: r 
,' (:) ' ·!1' 
In accordance with the procedure followed ··in pursuance 
. ', , , : ~· . . ( ' ~ . : l' . ; 
of Article 37 of the Treaty, betwe·en the notifioa tion of a. 
project involving waste disposal and the i~sue by the Commis-
-
sion of its opinion regarding this project, an essential 
role is played by the consulting body created for this pur-
pose, viz. the group of experts. It is this role that will 
be considered first. 
. ~ 
1 . 
'. 
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' J ~ ' 
The group of experts mentioned in Articl~.f. 37 and 
instituted by Article 31 is that which co-operated in the 
formulation, of·. the' abov'{t ... mentioned Basic ~.f~ty, Standards; 
in principle, ;therefo~e-l{r a;,.group of this .~iP.4.~~hould be 
composed of experts in the field of public health. However, 
in view of the specific nature of the technical problems 
that need to be taken into consideration in order to assess 
the health hazard associated with the release of radioactive 
wastes, it seemed advisable that the membership of the group 
should include a certain number of technical experts. At its 
meeting of 13 October 1959, therefore, the Scientific and 
Technical Committee (instituted by Article 134 of the Treaty), 
which designates the experts of which the group is composed, 
decided that, for the purposes of the work to be carried out 
in pursuance of Article 37, the group should be composed of 
6 technical experts and 6 public health experts. 
Since the experts were often detained by other commit-
ments, it was frequently difficult to arrange for the presence 
of specialists in the various disciplines at the meetings of 
the group. It therefore seemed necessary to increase the 
number of specialists within the group still farther, and so, 
at the suggestion of its members, the Scientific and Techni-
cal Committee nominated 6 additional experts at its meeting 
of 4 December 1962. 
In 1968 two further members joined the group, which 
consequently now numbers 20 experts. Since then, a sufficient-
ly large number of experts have been available for the inves-
tigation of the problems of health protection and safety that 
need to be studied in pursuance of Article 37. 
A list of the experts' names, as at 31 December 1972, is 
given in Appendix I. 
- 6 -
.As at the sa.ue date, the grOUJ.l.: . ..9l .. -~~.Ji~_rt~·.h:.ad been 
convened '57 times; occasionally a number of projects were 
examined. 
The secretariat for the group of experts is provided 
by the Directorate of Health Protection. 
:: .-
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III. RECO~~~ATION OF~THE COI~SSION RELATING TO THE APPLICATION 
OF ARTICLE 37 ~ 
At- its first meetings "in Narch and 'July I960, the group 
-· r -1 rt ; • • · • · · • • , .. 1 .: 
·of experts exchanged po1nts of view regarding the content 
and objective's of Arti~l'e' ·37, the procedure to be 'f~llowed 
; 
for its application, and the clarification 
in the wording of ·ihe ·Tre,a ty·. 
·of certain· terms 
There is., for. instance, no generally recognized defini-
tion· of the level .starting from which waste discharges are · 
... 
regarded a's "radioactive"; the same is true of 'the concept of 
• ' ! . I - ' ' ' • ~ ' ' • • : . 
"radioactive contami~ation". Furthermore,. it is not clear 
- - - I' ·,, 
which aspects of a project involving waste discharge should 
• ' ' • • - . • ' • • - ' _' .; :) l' • _) '_:' \ ..:_ ~ jj ;. 
be covered hy the "general data" stipulated in the trreaty. 
•, • 1 ~ • .- • '( • , , t • ' ' 1 : '' ' { '·, r O J,. \ .; I • ' f •' 
It was the're:to~re nec'essary to start by defining the' type of 
- +'I' •1"' X ' 
projects that would be subject to the procedure required by 
the Treaty and indicating the kind. of information on which 
: ~ ' ' 
the opinion of the Commission would be based. 
•L• -· f .:.::• 
These discussions led to the formulation of a.recommen-
~ ., ' . 
dation concerning the application of Article 37 which was 
approved by the Commission on 16 N~vemb~r i96d~ /1/. The' 1e~sen­
tial points of this recommendation~ which is addressed to all 
Member Stat·e~s, are· summarized as follows • 
. It may be inferr~d from the Treaty that the health 
aspects play an essential role in the assessment of a waste 
discharge project. In this respect, the Euratom Basic Safety 
Standards,·/2/, ·which were drawn up in pursuance of Article 30 
of·'ther T:teaty·, · oonstitue ·the authority to which referetl(31§ ·' 
shouldrbe made. This is why any·explanations~,to define the'' 
-wordi:rig·'of Article 37 mbre precisely must be made·•under the 
terms of these Basic Safety Standards. Thus, for instance, 
- 8 -
i~ \~-~-- ~~·hse· or tius·-~}:;·t;=-r~re~ •'di·s~os·ar·~ir··ya~~~i"vEf" waste" 
means "any definitive release into the air, water .. or soil of 
radioactive substances that can cause, for persons other than 
those who are occupa~~onally exposed, a contam~nation invol-
,,r • I . 
ving a dang~r of exceeding the maximum permissible'~ose for 
the general population as fixed in the Basic Safety Standards 
in pursuance of Article 31 of the' Treaty". 
Thus, it is this health aspect alone, and not the type 
of plant (laboratory, power station, reprocessing plant, etc.) 
or its capacity or location, which determines wheth.er a pro-
ject is subject ot the terms of Article )7. Member.States 
are, however, at liberty to submit to the Commis~ion indivi-
dual projects which do not come unter the defini-tion given 
ab'ove but for which they would welcome the opinion of the 
group of experts. 
The said recommendation also specifie-s 
~ which activities are regarded as comprising releases of 
radioactive waste; 
- that handling or temporary storage ·of' radioactive wa";S·i~s 
are not' regarded as "disposal"; , ·~ ' •,: ,-,: I ' 
. ;--
'' 
- what is meant by "general data" _in the sen~e pf_. Artl:c_l~ .}7; 
" , I ~ - ~ : J. "f :-· ', • \ .. ~; .t • • , } 
- that this general data should be submitted at least six 
months before the date set for the disposal t<D be· carried 
ou-t·.• ,.-
Nuc~ear plants that were already in service in 1960 a~e 
\,-. - !. . J. 1 : '"!' .~' . ' ' . . .- ~ 
list~d, ~.<;>g_etl).er ~i th data specifyj.ng the.ir effll,lent discharge 
' \ ·} \.. ' • ' I. ;. 
under normal ~~eratin~ _conditions, in a schedule_of all the 
. ' ' ' : . ' . 
pla~ts in the Com~unity that discharge radioactive effluents. 
;' :_; , ~ .. ' ' 
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This inventory therefore provides background information, 
._ -~·· . 
for use in assessing new projects notified to the Commission, 
on the .. presence,,,and i,nfrluence of other sources of ef.fluent 
'", r· •::. ~ h 
d:iscl:}.,a,rge in the v.icini t,y and on the existing environmental 
conditions. 
.. ;:'.·,··.[-~."!. f 
In a~dition, at the request of the "Committee for 
.Atomic. Affairs"·; . 1:;be Secretariat· of the Council of the 
EAEC defined more· pre~'i.'sely, in. a note dated 12 January 1962 
(see. Appendix II), the obligations-imposed upon Member 
'(' ; 
St<ates ,as implied by A:rti cle 37. It emphasized, in· par- · ·; 
ticular, that the Commi~sion should also be notified .of 
any substantial modifications made subsequently to projects 
that had previously been submitted' to it, if they are rele-
vant to the aspects covered by Article 37. 
This document also emphasizes the fact that to grant 
-Gff-icial -authorization ·in any- circumstan-ces for ·the imple-
mentation of any project without having first obtained the 
-Gommiss-ion 's opinion would b'e· inconststent· Vi th· ·th·Er·--spiri t· 
.. 
of Artic~e 37 and would rob the latter of all practical 
significance. 
In this respect, it is worthwhile noting that two 
Member States, Belgium and ~taly, have made explic~~ 
r_ef.erenc~ _to __ Ar:ticle. 37 in the.ir le.gi.slation. The Belgian 
Royal Decree of 28 February .1963 /3/ specifies that the 
. -a-pinion of the Commission ··must ·be sought--before granting 
authorization for a certain category of nuclear plants~· 
while' ·De~ree N'O ,-·;185 (1964) of the Pre.s.id-ent of the Repub-
. ti f'") \ ... • ' 
lie of Italy /4/ stipulates that "general data" should b~ · 
.. \ ~ 
submitted to the Commission before authorizing a discparge 
'r· . 
project. 
··. 
·' 
' '· 
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IV. PROJECTS .. SUBMITTED TO THE 'COMMISSION' .. 
As at 3l·December 1972, the Commission •had received 
·57 notifications· of general data on ·projects irivo~ving radio-
active effluent discharge relating to 79 plants and on which 
it had issued its opinion. Some of these notifications were 
particularly:· complex, as in tlle case of the research centres 
at Jiilich and:tl~arlsruhe and the Ispra Joint Research· Centre, 
''. 6r of industrial plants such as Eurochemic, for ·which one 
single~notification related 'to a whole series of laboratories, 
reactors; r.adiQ:act:i-ve waste pro·cessing plants or o·tlrerr nuclear 
plants.:· ., ·.t' 
The distribution of these.,-not.ifications by Member States 
was as follows 
C~unt.P.y 
-
. 
Germany 
Belgium 
France 
Italy 
Ne the:r'.larid-s 
1 r ~· ;.:. 
' 
., 
. ~· ' . 
. ' 
'' 
., 
No. of 
i t ., notifications 
... •,' 
26 .. •>{' 
13 
9 
'., 6 
-'" ' 
.. J ., ~' 3 
57 
I ~ i 
:: I 
! No~ ' of plants 
C'onc·erned 
l 
' 
-. 38 I ., 22 '' I 
I 
I 10 
.. : l 6 
., . ·t 3 . ' 
7-9 ., 
The.se notifications cover a wide range of .pro.jec1rs ,1 
viz. ., ,. ,. ·-
- teaching and r~search ~eactors 
- radiochemical and metallurgical laboratories 
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- pow~r r~.actor!3-. of all different types 
- fuel element. manufacturing pJ:ants· 
- installations for the storage of irradiated fuel 
elements 
- reprocessing p).~ts for irrad~ated fu_el .elements 
the· "OTTO HAHN" nuclear-powere-d vessel 
- treatment and storage plants for liquid and solid 
radioactive wastes 
- controlled submersion of radioactive wastes in the 
sea, etc. 
. ·~-
In some cases, when substantial modifications have been 
':-~ J -~ 
made to the capacity or the design of the installations, seve-
ral opinions have been issued with respect to a single installa-
tion~ 
,'-;, 
The Belgian government made valuable use of the procedure 
specified in ·Article 37 by seeking the Commission's .o.pinion 
at. the preliminary design stage of a se-wer project for -the 
discharge of. industrial wastewater into the Scheldt:.,; ThuS:, 
the possible· con-se.quences, beyond national· frontiers., of 
implementing a large-scale project that f-ell within the scope 
of regional planning, were examined in an international con-
text at a very early stage even before investments had been 
authorized. 
It can be seen that, for the period covered by this 
report, commercial and industrial applications of nuclear 
engineering tend to predominate. Whereas, in the early 
sixties, notifications of discharge projects related mainly 
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to research installations and to labbratories ·(z-esearch reac-
tors and pilot plants), they now relat.e m~j.nly ~,~: industrJal 
installations, particularly nuclear power stations, and also 
plants for the manufacture and rJpro'c~s,sing of fuel eleme!;,ts. 
In the case of nuclear power stations, the trend, s~arting 
from the experimental stations at'Mol (BR3) and Kahl (VAK) 
(11.5 and 15 MWe) and other experimental and prototype;units, 
has been in the direction of' in~r-easingly powerful(\lnits. 
! - ' • ' ' 
Power stations .with capacities ?f more tq.an 1100 MWe are in 
: , -l ~ · _ .- ~ · r 
the course of construction. There is also a growing tendency 
to build sever~l power'stations on th~ same site, not 'only 
'., 
in order to satisfy the energy requirements of the region con-
cerned but also in an attempt to achieve more efficient utili-
zati6n~df the auxiliary instarlations. 
'·the various installatio~s on ~hich opinions have been 
issued are arranged by country in Appendix III. 
+, 
., ,._1' 
.. ~ l,~n;ally, :it~.· should be emphasized that all radioactive 
effl
1
U1¥t. discharg:e projects relating ._tp the inat~;lil;:a:td.ons• !O.lli·, 
whi<:h. ~-~blic interest is concentrated, name.ly, ~uclea;r ')pow:er ~­
statio~s '· have been subjected to scrutiny Q.nder the terms ofc: 
Ar.tJ,cle ! (37 of the Treaty. 
,-, 1 
. -, 
.·. 
•f 
i. ,. r. 
i ,--; ,') , . t I 
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V. EXPERIENCE ACQUIRED ,,·,I,' 
An ·iaceount is given below· of the experience acquired 
.... ever' the l'ast 12 yea~s or so' in the-' applicat'ion of· . 
·•"i 
Artitle 37, with p~~t~cular·~mphasi~~n the ·follo~ihg~J 
aspects: 
l) pt.oce.dure followe·d fr-om- the riot if-icatio·n of a 
disposal plan up-td the iss'Ue 'Of an opinion; 
2) main poiAt~ covered in the exami~ation of radio-
~ . "i . ' - (~ , ' . :. ' ' ; ' . 
active efflu~nt discharge plans; 
, • • 1 • r.r 
3) ·progress acliie•'J':ed tc.wards rec'onc:Hing dif'ferent 
·approaches to ~t,he- aEsessrnent ~of health hazards. 
l) Procedu~e foll6~ed ~or tte issue of an opiriibn 
~l M B E-R· STATES 
. ·. 
DODO 
. \-. '~ . -·- .. ' 
• 
q __ , 
.. •' I • • 
I '.~ • • * ,, ·, ·,:,· 
Notification • • • Opini.on • 
,' . . . . . . . . 
I • • • • ~---~-------------------------------~L----------. ' ' ~' . . . . . \ . 
General Secretariat 
. " 
. ' 
C 0 M M I S S I 0 N ' l 
: : 
Legal I HEALTH PROTECTION t Industrial 
,r . , pe.par tmen t l , .. - l. . A(~a~rs .· 
--~-----------~------r -- -~-r~ --- ~- J ·c;: ~:::.~: ~---
Cons-hltation -- ' ' · '· 
GROUP OF EXPERTS 
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The above diagram represents the processes comprising the 
procedure in pursuance of Article 37. This procedure is initiated 
by the notification of the "general data" by a Member State and 
ends with the issue of the Commission's opinion to this Member 
State and also, possibly, to other (neighbouring) countries 
concerned. 
The chronological sequence of the various stages in the 
procedure is shown in Appendix IV. 
The translation and reproduction of the documents submitted 
takes a long time (from 4 to 8 weeks depending upon their volume). 
Some governments (France, Belgium and Italy) have helped to reduce 
this delay considerably by sending enough copies of the general 
data for them to be passed on directly to the experts. 
During this same period, in order to aid the compilation of 
the experts' report, the secretariat prepares, for the meeting 
of the group of experts, a report comprising a critical analysis 
of those elements of the project that are essential to its assess-
ment in the sense of the Treaty. 
In addition to a brief description of the installation and 
its associated monitoring and safety equipment, the report com-
piled by the experts contains an analysis of: 
- discharges of gaseous radioactive effluents during normal 
operation; 
- discharges of liquid radioactive effluents and solid radio-
active wastes; 
- unplanned releases. 
The report ends by stating w~ether, and if so to what extent, 
the implementation of the project is likely to cause a contamination 
in another state of the Community. 
--15 --
When the experts' report has ·been completed, the Directorate 
_ of Health Protection prepares,· in co-operation wi·th .:the .:ru:r!ec-
_,. tor,-ate General III "Industrial, Technolo·gical· :ancf · 1S'cfent'ff~c 
--·IAf-f-ai;rs" *)and the Legal1Department, a draff':t: OpJin:fion.!'o'f 'the 
Co~i.ffsion which is submitt·ed for the approval· ·of the' 1atter, 
usua1J.y in accordance with 'a. wri tt'en procedure·. 
The o.pinion obtained 'in ·this ~way is·"communicated· to the 
governrnent of. the Member Sta:t'b that.:.gave· ·n•otificatibn ,b.f the 
project and also to that of the neighboUring·tnember· country 
or countries concerned. 
'1 f ·' ' 
* * 
<-,--
* 
I j '4 
The' pro·g~~~ss···of the procedure as ou'7lined a.~ove, from 
initial notif~·icat:i.o.r/ o'f a project to .·the ~p.inion to be "i.~~ued 
. . ' . : ~ . t ':" c, '1 (__, ' 
in p·tir~uance of the' 'Treaty,: obviousl.y de;p~~ds. upon the qu~:l,:i..,!;Y 
of the general data that are provided by the government in 
question. It frequently happens ~hat this informa~ion. f~tls 
t - ',' • , ' j ' , I 
to'satisfy completely the requirements of the r~commendation 
·' ' -~ I • 
) '-~ 
· 'Jis~ussed above in section III. 
On the basis of the exp~rience gained over. what now'' amounts 
to some twelve years~ the experts have drawn up a new''ii~t of 
the details that shciuld;~~ ~u~~iied ~s constituting th~"ieneral 
data stipulated by·'Articl~ 37 (see Ap~eridi~ V). Copie; -~f this 
list have been ·:s-ent ·1to the governments of Member States. 
By doing this, it is hoped to reduce the number of cases 
in which incomplete or contradictory information has to be~. 
' t f_ ~ : 'l l 1 "ll : ' ' . ' ~ • '- ' •• --~--=--~~~ \•T• I ' ' 
supplem'!nt·e·d·'"C:rr- elu-ci'date·a. Steps--of-this kind, although essen-
tial,, ~e fl.: parti.cU:lar ca1.1.se of. much time being "ll.ost. 
, :! . 
*) Re-named "Industrial and ~ec.hnological Af.,f:,airs'' sd.nce 
l9 February 1973. · 
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For the group of experts,•as also th~ Commission, can be in 
a position to issue an assessment of•a plan in the.sense of Ar-
ticle,37 only inasmuch as they·have adeq~ate info~~ation at their 
' ·' disposal. T~is implies - and,the wording of the ~reaty is expli-
:1 1 r •· 
cit on this point-:- that b'efore any discussion.oi a project be-
,. 
gins all necessa;r-y detailsi __ ,~~!3:.'Will enable the Commission to 
determine whether the implementation of such plan is likely to 
involve radioactive contamination of the water: soil or air 
space of anotper Member Stateu should have been provided in the 
capacity of "geperal data".· · ' 
By any logical reckoning, the period of 6 months which 
the Treaty allows the Commission for the issue of an opinion 
can only begin to date from the time when the information 
supplie~ to the Commission is ponsidered to be adequate.' At 
its meeting of 20;_21 February 1963, the Euratom Commission 
passed a resolution to this effect. l .. 
In order to accelerate the progress of rthe procedure, it 
seemed advi·sable to invite to the meetings of the experts repre-
sentatives of the competent authorities in the country that had 
sent notification of the project to be considered, so as to 
obtain an immediate and adequate answer to any questions that 
were raised, as well as any other useful explanations. In actual 
fact, considering the nature of the questions raised it has 
become customary for th~_representatives to bring with them 
engineers associated with the installation. 
2. Main poi-nts covered in the. exam'ina tion of discharge projects 
The summary_given in the previous section of the content 
of the report submitted by the experts to the Commission on a 
plan for the disposal of radioactive effluents ,gi_ves .. some ind.~-
. "!,.,;.·'-~'j • ~J- ' 
cation, with ~the $in ·potri'f.~r·cc5vered in an examination·· of this1 
kind, of the various problems involved. 
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On the one hand, it is obvious that the scope of Article 37 
~~ r- ,-f:-
. ·:~0-~-~ ~E~::.~_n.?lude_ a- C9.mp1ete analysis of the safety of a: plant. 
On the 6ther hand, the't orpinion that is to be issug(i 'in~ applt-
• - • ., C''-"''" 
cation of the Treaty is essentially dependent·up~n 'the con~ ... 
• • • 1 ; ... , I '"1 fl, , ' l (- - [' c) '._- ... f ,-! f! t) 
sequenc·es that may be e~pected in the event of ... accidental 
. - . . .""l:~(J['I{ r.:..~-; ri:Ji\ .. J 
re:Lease.u :·It can theref C1re· be 'seen· that it is, i:n ·practJ.ce, 
• -:--4·~ ~-, •1; ' r:;~-:r. 
necessary·._to make use 6f' the :lfesul ts of the ·safet'y· studies 
and analnr.aes that are usually required by the nat'ioril:if''compe-
tent authorities as part of the licensing procedure • 
'1 
... 
:'' 
. ~ ,, 
!:!~~~~!_!!!~~~~~~~~· Normal: di~ch'B.r'ges"include not only con-
tinuoue·-@.J~ch:a.rges but also discharges· of an e:Pl~odlf nature, 
.. sometimes o:alled planned releases *). Ot)se·Ftance ~~·m th~ Baste:'' 
Safet~ S:tandards /5/ implies that· the. p6ssibi1i ty1 of any haz~~d 
_to: ~hE! :areas. surrounding·-' the site as a res~i t''6f"'these. re-
~ ·f.\ ·, ' . -:-- : ' leaf!!~s is excluded·. Also,''it· is hardly conceivable that an 
appre~i:able: :amount of acti:vi ty ·can be propa~a.t~<i''as far as 
into _,a neighbouring countr-y (as ·a ·re~ul t, :for iiistan~e, of 
capture .by the clouds and -sU:bse·quent rain-:out): 
. ,. !!o_weve_:r ':~ _ th1~_re ;are_ ,~peci!,'tic.. -CB;se-s. ·J..l1-;. whi_c~. '· .~.l!.d~r- .. ~.h.~ . ..:_:.; __ 
terms of Article 37 (although _for other reasons), "normal" '·.zrc: 
-_ ; ' ·: : ' J.,._· ·' ) ' ' • 
disch.arges m:ust_ also Pe. ex,amifl~d. This_ is so, foru.e:x,a1nple-, '"·:A 
'\ ' ' ' 1'.-
when liquid _ef_fluents.-,.,a.r~:, .. d.i,R_pharge~. ft_nto a :fr.i.V'enuthat :Wat.ersL' 
the territory of another Memb~r,. :$tate-~ -Apar.t·r,fxom t.n-e· prob.;..': ,., 
. ; - ' ' . 
lems pr~~ented b;y t.~_r e~~austio~ :p:f the. !filucti:o.fi capa:ciJt.y "tDf ;r:-"· 
the river, the prob:l-em .. rn.c;~.y a:riGi.e-,.of an in~:idiq:us andrappte-···: · 
>I l , ' 
ciable increase in its radioactivity (for instance, in the 
mud that forms the bed of the river or as a result of the 
use of its water for irrigatio.n_p.ur..po.ees) ;. -monitori·ng-·o-f--the 
radioacti v:i ty .of s: :'ri '1/'elf; i:ri su~li ii' ~~~~ ·~ust th~\n be . ol:ganized 
unde!' '~ilateral ·a~ ~m~~ t~l.ateral·as;x;~~men~.-'. . , 
*) They are also sometimes called "planned exceptional releases" 
in order to distinguish them from normal (= planned) dis-
charges; releases of this kind, the activity level of which 
is higher than that of the quasi-continuous releases, are 
associated with operating conditions and occur particularly 
in the case of reactors and reprocessing plants. 
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Under normal operating conditions, gaseous effluent disqharges 
usually need to be considered only in the c~se of an installation 
neaT a frontier, when surveillance of the effects of its releases 
on the environment could be carried out only in collaboration 
with the competent authorities in the neighbouring country, or, 
again, in cases where the respective proximity of several installa-
tions means that superpoS'ition of the releases must be expected. 
The smallest distance from a neighbouring country that has 
been recorded under the terms of Article 37 is~approximately 
3 kilometres (the Doel nuclear power station in Belgium and·the 
"SENA" *) nuclear power station in the Ardennes sited near Chooz 
in France). In the near future, nuclear·power stations are to 
come into service right on the banks of·the Rhine, in the imme-
diate vicinity of the Franco-German fronti~r. In cases such as 
these, superposition of the effects of discharges into the atmos-
phere originating from neighbouring sites on either side of ~he 
national boundaries has to be taken into consideration. 
£~£!~~!~_£!!~~~~~· Whereas, in the majority of cases, normal 
- . }-
and planned aischarges present few problems under the terms of 
Article 37, unplanned~releases are important from this point of 
view. It is only in the event of uncontrolled, i.e. accidental, 
releases that a considerable quantity of activity of varying 
seriousness could be liberated and cause significant contamina-
tion at fairly appreciable distances.from the site. 
*) In the case- of the "SENA" power. st~tio:n, t·he gov-e!'nments 
of Belgium and F!ance have settled. th~.proble~s of radio-
logical protection under the terms of an agreement /6/. 
- il.9 -
In tqe safety reports, a. cert~in number.\ of. a~9~9~nts of 
.. ··- ~ - . -· .. ---· --··-. -~-----~-- ·----
this.ki;nd are alw~ys analys~Q. •. Of these, tQ.~,(iqcident :that has 
• ' 1 ' ~ r • · · 1 •, ' • • • • 
~he most s~rious consequeuces for. the env ~r,qnme,J;~.t .. ,,~) is:., 
, I I • , • , • , • ~ j 
studied with particul~r.attention.Qy,tQ.e group of ~xpe~~s 
.. . . . . . '' . . -. ' 
referred to in Article 37. The consequences of this accident 
u~ua~ly serve a~ the fin~l criterion.on.which.the qpinion 
1,, . .. - . . • ..... '.... • . •. . 
~ . . . . .. - - ... - . . . - - - .. - - -- . ' . - - .. ~- .... ,._ - .. ~ - . . -
r.~qu~r~d: b~. t~e. Tre~ ~.Y it;;., ba~ed. St~r~~ng f~oll1, th~ ,. ~~Po~P,~ses 
ad?P~~d ~p;r this a~.9~d~nt .•. r~}).e._.~~;Per:-ts ~ss~~;~s. the c?~se-._ 
quenc~~, qf the rele~se ot' ., a.ctivi,ty. upon the. ;\.m!lleqiate vici-
" . \ ~- . / . . ' - -- ' .. 
nity qf the.site in ques~~on, frequently.a~ses~~ng it on the 
_. I, ·' ' ·•. •·' 
basis of,their own c~lcul~tions us~q.g _q~utious-~ara,meters, 
and t}?.en carry out. an e~~;t:~poJ,.ation i;n .~t,?E1~. t9,,~etermine 
th~ :pqssible: 99n~,e,qu~I?-r~~ ,j,.n. a neig~bou:ring Member, ~tate, 
pal;'t;l.cu~~r+y; in. tn~., ~'\l.tter,' s fr.o11tier region~ 
{ 1' '' 1 ~ \ j' , , ; ' , ' -I. ' ; -, ~ • , ' , \ ' \ • , • ' '! , I I , 
It ls t~~ pr~p~ration'of ~hii part of the expei~~· ~~port 
. 1'. ·:-1, ........ - ·v~ :_-... ~. -~~··:: ·~ ', .~" f'J)"l:· ~~--. 
that demands the part1cular co-operat1on of the technical ex-
• - · - t ... "" ~ ' · ~ · · ' ' ; i · · 1 r j 1 . ~ : ·1 • 1 ~ f pe~ts' in' 'th@ 'group' . not only in order to ass~ss the. stringency 
·, !- . ..._ ..... j.; 
of the accident hypotheses, but also in order to judge whether 
the results of the calculations are reasonable. What is im-
• ' t -, ': -· ~{ '\ ..J.. ~ • ~ "4 : ' ~, ' : ' ' : • .., .,.... 
portant is not so much to achieve absolutely indisputable 
' ' . · ' • ' t ,. ' · • -· < • • • r ~ t • ,..,. • '') ·. r cai~uiatio~s and precise nu~erical results regarding the ex-
• · · · ' : ' · ' · ' • '> 'f • I · - · • · · ·.. ' ' · .. , ; 'l ... i i c t ' 
posure'as'to have, for each nuclear installation'on' the' basis 
'of curre~t kJbwledge cit th~:-:·~-~bj~~t · ~t ·the' time c,f' ih~ ·· .. 
·-' _.,,. , \ ~ I 
' ' ! ~ 1\ 
·" 
,' 1 ~' I ',·, l 
*) The follo~ing designat~o~s are used tor this type of 
'accident~ ··': ., , .. · 
,·_[r 
·German 
English : 
"grosster anzunehtrteri:cier'Un:fa:ii (G.a.o.) 
"max'imum. cned±ble(.accident" '(m:;c.a.); 
"q~sig1;1 'b.~!=i;i.s_acci~e~t'.' (9.~b 1 ~,)_; . 
"reference accident for emergency planning" 
: "a~c:taent'·maximal concevable" r ,. -) . French 
Italian 
Dutch·· 
. "acc:i,d~1lt maximal hypothetique'.'-
• '*• • • ' 
"massimo incidente credibile" 
i'erg~t ... denkbaEi~ ongeluktt ~' . 
I '1''-"it'r,. 
.' ' ) . ,' 
' I ~-1 I l 
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assessment, an idea of the upper limits of the health hazard 
which, throughout the operational lifetime of the plant, will 
exist for the environment of the site and possibly for the 
frontier zone of a neighbouring state. 
Assessment of the risk of contamination. When it comes to 
-------------------------~----------~-- .,, 
assessing .the po~,~~ility_of a c~ntami~ation, that is, ,~he risk 
of co~t~i~ation of the areC!-.surrounding a nuclear s~t~:' the 
dilemma ~~at has ~o.be .faced is th~ sgme as that enco~~tered 
in_~ss~ss~~g the ~~fety of. a nuc~ea~ installation: on,th~.one 
hand, in. spi~e of t:qe. haz~cis inherent in the installation, 
' ' 'I - ' ''j i .-' \ r :, 
r1uc;+e~l:' e~9~neering h~s:_g~v:en proqf .?fits safety, whil~;qn the 
ot,P.e] _h~~d, i 1; .is sti~l J~r ~ro~ beiz;.g possible to. qua~tify this 
safe~Y. .wtth an adequate,d~gree of ~cc~racy. Wha~ w~ ~~fact lack 
in s-qc~ a.q~~F are pr~bSibility fact9:r;s, by which,the .. ~cc~qent 
consequences ~~~t have been eva+uated need to be __ mul t:i,.plied for 
it to be possible to draw conclusions regarding the actual risk 
itself. .:...r 
' - i r ·,. 
In additio~~ it has to be kept clearly·in mind thatewhen 
it is"a matter p;( deciding upon the site on which a nuclear power 
station is to be , 1 ~~il t, ·the surrounding population in question 
a~'dhardly likel~.i t9 .. be interested in the mathematical probabi-
-!~i~;:( ~o~t!jpe~:; .~xp~~'\1r~ to radioactive effluents; what they want 
to know is-~~~~~; '.'oould happen to them", thgt ·is, these people 
feel the need to be informed of what the operation of a power 
station can imply for them on the health level. Thus, in this 
case too it is to some extent the upper limit of the health 
hazard involved that the population .wish to)~now. To satisfy 
this need for information on the part of the public, the only 
logical approa.ch.fis to make an evaluation: of the doses that 
. ' 
they are likely.to receive. Iri the same way, in order to assess 
't ,. I ' I 
a .p~~lf 1fjf, . cont~mina tion under the :-ter:ins· :·:df Article 37, it is 
necessary to evaluate the poss'±-'the e~1o'8'{;,re of the general public. 
' L ,- ) . :~ . • : ' ! • :~ I L ' 't f • 
~~~-~r-~~·' 
'' I 1' '· 1 ' 
, . .., r1 p ·) · F:r 
l t ' ~ ', ''--t 
•r, r· 1 
. :1. ' I!>' fJ 
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. Thus these doses, evaluated on th~ basis~{of c~utious 
hypotheses, become the main cri terion";in .the· :judgment ·that. · 
' ~ ._. ' 
is passed on the project. They are also taken into account 
in the definition of the safety equipnrent-'ciJJ-~~·~ to 
,-' '<' 
be used in case of emergency. 
For the evaluation of these doses, the group ~f 'experts 
has at its disposal a certain number of reference va1ues ~- -," 
\. 
These values have been up-dated and supplemented to take 
account of the most recent rt?~pert~n-Cer·- .... '~- -·--'--·.: ....... ..:.-.-~:.·: .. 
~·.:_;_:: ;•. 
A list of the referen6~' values' used at preserlt dan be 
found in Appendix VI. 
·~ '- r, 
.·,·-I .., i 
* * .. ) 
* 
- r, T :.:.:., • :._ -~ . 
,·.·,' 
. The study· of ·'prdj'~'cts involving the di.s:c'hif:J?ge of 'radiro-
. active effluents frorh the "&spect·s mentioned above cori':ti~rrls 
the impression gained· f'r.om experience acqui~ed ~ls.ewhJ're, 
emplias'iiing' t'he 'lO'w; 'heal t'h hazard' that nu.clJear' t'~dh~ch6'g'y . 
now presents for the e'nvi'ronment. This experiend~-·wili 'l)·e' 
summarized briefly below. 
The· planne'd ro.u'tin'e dis.charg~ levels of the nuclear 
installations -~tud·i·ed are usually 'so low that the evaluated 
radiation exposure of.the popul'ation living in the vicinity 
of the site resulting ·:f:rom 'these discharges is far below the 
dose limits fixed in Articles 9 and 10 of the Basic Safety 
Stabd~;ds . *) .• 
*) The same statement can also be made for discharges that 
have been effectively carri~d- -out-.-
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It may, however, be observed with regard to the supple-
' I : . : !-. 
mentary but more general restrictions resulting from the 
... Recommendations of'the ICRP *)which are aimed at 
avoiding any exposure that is not strictly necessary 
and at keeping all doses as low as is readily achiev-
able /7/ 
and also those imposed by the 
- Basic Safety Standards which ·are b'as·e·d·~on these recom-
mendations and are themselves (Article 6, § 1) aimed at 
: limi'ting ··exposure· and the number of: p~e;rsons exposed as 
far as practicable /8/ 
that, in the field of .discharge control, these principles too 
have always been observed by the competent authorities and plant 
operators within the Community. In the case of nuclear power 
stations, which are the major factor here, it can be specified 
·-in' particular that the a:ve.-rag~ exposure in the vicinity of the 
site amounts to only a f-e·w }fer cent of the exposure due to the 
natural radiation backgroun;d and generally falls within. the 
range of· fluctuations i·n· the natural level of radiation. In 
Appendix VII, comparisons are given for a certain number of 
nuclear power stations of the discharge limits fixed by the 
competent authorities and the discharges that are actually 
carried out. A table is also given indicating the maximum 
doses; ·calculated. on the basis of the effective discharge 
le~els,·that' are likely to be received in the i~mediate 
vicinity of ·the site in each case /9/. 
This satisfactory situation described above is due toe 
developments in the technical field, viz.: 
I. 
*) ICRP = International Commission on Radiological Protection 
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- better knowledge at present of the behaviour-·or the· -
reactor i ts~M- during. operation and of ·its auxd.liary 
installations; 
- information gained from tests and research programm~s 
' ' ~ ~ . , 
on nuclear safet~; 
;_ the favourable experience that has been gained or' the 
operation of nuclear power st.ations; up to the. present 
t'i:me':ho accident' has occurred in the six Member· States 
or :ith~' Comrnuni ty that h~s cau.sed any harm 'fo·. 'the s'tir-
rounding a:r'eas. 
This, explains why the ass~.ssment of normal dis_p-parges 
. ' ' 
and of releases to be expe~te_d, in the ev~nt of technical 
breakdown .can now be made mucP, .more p_recise;t.y than in the, 
early sixties. 
Simultaneously the discharge limits imposed by the 
comp~tent .authorities ~r& being fixed with much narrower 
margins. This tendency .shou~d increase in .the ~uture, the 
more so as effo;rts are made. from now ,on, by· reinforcing 
the legal. :ProvisionS:, t.o apply ~he- princi-:rrle -a~med at keep-
ing exposures~ a.t ;the lowest possible level more: s:trJ.ngentl.y, 
and consequently,:au,t}+ori~ation is granted only :fo~-nuclear 
.. powe.r stations for whi.ch t~e discharg~ levels of· r.ad-i~~:, · 
active eff·luents are reduced to the. minimum *) /10/ • 
. , F.or ~be sake of complet.eness, it shpuld. be .noted th;a_t, 
. up to the. pre.sent t-ime, it. has not. been n!:lces.s;;;~.~y to apply 
Article 38 oL the, El,lratom .',Preaty, wh.ich was mentioned above 
in the introd~ct~on, 
*) "release: ·a.~ low· as· practfcable" 
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3. Progress achieved 
The Commission beli~~~s that the procedure laid down 
under the terms of Article 37, in addition to making it 
possible to assess the health consequences of the waste dis-
~ .. ~ f" t \ • ; • • .. - ·, •• ' -
charges of the nuclear installation projects that are sub-
. ' 
mitted to it, also offers the possibility of moving towards 
achieving agreement on approaches ~nd. me_t.~.o.~s in the field 
of ~adiQ:logical protection • partly _,ow:j,n,g ·to the opinions 
th&-t ar.e. issued but mainl,y ~s a resu]. t .of the exchanges of 
-information and discuss:iQns :·:"t-hat. take -pl.~ce. both between the 
experts, the plant operators and the Commission and between 
. - ' . -
the experts themselves. 
For it must be borne in mind that although the Basic 
Safety Standards have made it:p~sJ{bie to biing into accord 
the legislation of the diff~rent 'Member ~tates in this field, 
this is not the case as regards nuclear engineering, for which 
the possibility of a certain degree of standardization on 
aspects relevant to the protection of the public;has only very 
recently appeared /11/. It must also be 'remembered that ·methods 
or·'evalhation and assessment criteria for theihealth conse-
quen6~~r~f-radioactive discharges •ay develci~ differently from 
one member;country to another. Thus,·the suggestions and 
r~dom~endatioris sometimes made in the opinions issued by the 
·~ .. Commission Ai'e a move towards agreement 'between ideas on the 
suoject. Ifi addition, the meetings o~gartized within the scope 
of the applicationrof Article 37, as a result ~f- the exchanges 
of information that they involve, have already begun to pro-
duce a:certain unity of approach iri: the treatment of the 
problems preserit~d by the evaluation of the radiological con-
sequences j bf the' r~l~ases of nuclear installations' ·tirlter· normal 
operating conditions and in the event·of.foreseeable -accidents. 
This unity of approach is becoming increasingly apparent in 
the presentation of new. projects t'h-af ·a.re submi tTeir--to the 
,, - - ' { '.,,, 
Commission. 
.. 
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The values of the reference levels that have been pro-
posed for the evaluation of discharge .. p~ojec_t~,. soi_Re of_ Which 
have been collected together in Appendix Vl, should also con-
tribute towards reachiiig agreement on the c:r·iterti.a ·used for 
evaluating the exposure of the' );eneral' public-,- -pa'rticularly 
in the event of nuclear accidents. 
Alongside its potential-for promoting generai agreemetit, 
• • .. l 
Article 37 also constitutes an eff·~~tive tooi for ·sn106thing 
out some of the difficulties of an administrative and poli-
tical nature that arise because of the existence of frontiers 
-, 
betwe~n Member States. thus, in s~ggesting the establishment 
qf cont~cts bet~~en national competent authorities the inten-
tion of.the Commis~to~ is to_make these frontiers more perme-
. ' ' > 
able to a real exchange of information and hence, in the case 
' ' ~; • I ' ' ) ' ' ' • 
of installations sited near frontiers, to promote'co-ordina-
tion of the safety and emergency measures to be tmplem~nted 
in case of urgency. 
Finally,-; :th;e, procedure laid down by Article 37 appears 
) ·!. ' - ··• 
to constitute a! practi,cul. c}lannel for the gen,eral dissemina-
\ _ .. , ' 
tio"l of new knowledge and trends*) on the subj~ct of_radio-
. ' ': 
active effluent discharge6 and the evaluation of the radio-
logical consequences of these discharges. The .de;par~ments of 
the Commission and, t.he __ e::g>erts v1ho tak~ part in ~hese studies 
are thus in a position to see how the Basic Safety Standards 
are applied and to assess the difficulties that·are encountered 
in -~ractice. 
~-~· .. s 
i) It ~ay·b~:~ecalled, for instance, that: 
'• tritium~ .. as a te:rnary fission· product_,· was n~t difiCQ~ered 
until around 1960 /12/; 
___ - lithium and boron, which are a source of production of tri-
tiated effluents, are being used to an'increasihg extent as 
·,· · anti-corros;i.on addi_ tives to the .. -co.oling_ water qf reactors 
or for flattening of the ne~tron flux /13/; · ' 
- the concepts of "critical pathway" and "critical group", 
which are used in the evaluation of radiological effects, 
were only developed several years ago /14/. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROBLEMS 
From the experience gained in the course of the studies 
carried out over the last twelve 7ears in pursuance of 
Article 37, it can be concluded that: 
-.. i '~ 
- up to the present time, discharges of gaseous radioactive 
• '¥ ~ < ( ' -
effluents have not presented any problems for neighbouring 
countries; 
} t l I'} 
discharges of liquid radioactive effluents, even of lo·w: · 
concentration, deserve special attention, particularly· when 
it is a matter of discharge into rivers that extend beyond 
national frontiers, or into the sea; the·y should therefore 
always be the subject of agr~e~ents on an international level 
or, as in the case ·of Article 37, be submitted to a.Commu-
nity authority for 'itsopinion; 
- high-level contaminations capable of reaching a neighbouring 
·country are ·conceivable only in the event of a serious acci-
dent ·occurring in nuclear ·installations of a specific cate-
gory, namely: 
• nuclear power stations 
• plants for reprocessing irradiated fuel 
plutonium processing plants. 
This category of installations, to which there should 
possibly be added some type of site for the storage of high-
activity radioactive waste, will need to continue to·be the 
~ ' 
object of the closest attention under the terms of Article 37. 
It can already be observed that new projects for installa-
tions are providing for much higher capacities than those of 
,. 
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• ', I ' 1 • ; l '• r L.o. ~ • 1 
'· the installations built during 'recent years~ 
' . 
, , ~ . r I t'f r l • 
continu~,· ~articularly wh~n breeder'teact6rs 
J ~ ,·, · • ·,·, ·r ('"1 .-. -: ~ 
t~os~ ot'th~ present gener~tion. 
This trend w:ill 
will replace· 
I~J. a~'cii tion to ·the increase in the capacity of the 
'v~rlo~~- ty·p~sn of ins'talla tfon' and', 'ph.rticularly of nuclear 
po~e'i-"5~t:atib.hsT· .. ~N incre-~sfn~ · t·enaen~~:.t to: concentrate several 
units on the same site is already apiral-eht ·•· This i·s· doubtl.ess 
a preliminary stage in the formation of what are called 
~~~~c~e~~ p'c{~f~,rf'/1(5/ ,· in ·whiJdH_rn;Eh:~) rrliinura:C.ture of nu~ ear 
~- : • ' • -1.. ;-.. ' .- ; : ~ ~ T f t ") • ~ 1 I • I 1 
fuels, the production or' energf anld>tH~' reprocessing of'" 
' 4,,..: •-rt:- ~ -~ - "' • - • 
.. -~rr~dia(ed fuel are to ·be cohcekt"ifated' togeth~r (mb.fhly ·t"'<>' · 
• ~ .r• '.'\ ' o •, I ' ' ,. 
reduce costs and the hazards inhe¥ent' in transportatioh1Y. :! 
-. , -- r 1 , ( ' :I, 
... ' 
The present proced~tk·, which cons·ists ·in submitting 
' 
0 
• ' .. , ( : ~- J ;" t• '). j 1 • • '! I ' • 
each sta~e iD: the"coristruction separately, seems ill a:uited 
t~ 'compie+xes r~f th'i~ •k'l~d:'~ p&rticularly in tlte ['fcas'e of sites 
near a frontier or on the banks of international ·rive·rs ~· · ;.j: 
I ' r ; .: • .. r· •.. '' 
For projects of this kind, it is not merely desirable 
but essential for there to be.contacts of a technical nature 
at ·a:ri e'arl'y dtage 'be1fween· 'the comp~·tent authorities, bridging 
national frontier~, a·tarting from the preparation of the plans 
and.cont~~~ing until completion of the project. To an in-
• I \ ' ':'!"' >' • I - .I o .• ' 
1 ••. creasing extent~ the construction of power stations is be-
• , • J I ' ' < ~ I ~ 1 ' , ' ' 'of' ': • • 1 ,• ; - j , ~ 
coming a problem of regiona~ planning to which the public 
are not indifferent. It is therefore advisable for the public 
. to be .. kept informed and, if necessary, reassured by demons"' 
!" i 1 •• \ ' : ~ ' • : ~' i" : .'1 ,~' ! , ·)... ~ • ..., .~ _ ·" r ''V .:.. ~ i· ~i · \ _i- : • ; • ! ,. ·. 1 ': • r :' 
:, ... trat;tng, to them tpat all measu~es necessary for their pro-
• ~ ' ' ' I (f "{ ,..._ I ' f11 ' • ' 
H. tectio~- have . b~_en . take~. In+ th~s ~~spect npte sho~ld be t~ken 
• • ••• ....r '. ~ . : • ...., l~·. !:!~"';,.. •"f!'~ ·:.... • • • .,:' ';- l •,, 
of the initiative shown by the Belgian government: for major 
projects such as nuclear po.wer. stations, .e.tc., the. r~1-~v:a~.t 
. ' , : I . . ' .., . . ~ . .- ' , • , " , 
'"'. depar~m~nts. t~ neighbouJ;"lri~. co'lln_t:ri~s ~re kept regularly 
informed .. of the state cif the 1Nork via a "Co1).tact, Comm~.ttee 11 , 
from the sta$~ of. pr~'paring. th~. plans' ~p t·o 'that of. op-~rational 
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start-up, special attention being paid to problems relating to 
safety and the environment. A procedure of this kind, which 
has-also been adopted in a similar fashion by the government 
of the Netherlands /16/, is,· without any' doubt whatsoever, more 
judicious and more satisfactory for the public than if contacts 
are established only after the completion of an installation, 
and then merely with the sole aim of arranging for co-operation 
in the event of accident. 
Within the enlarged Community, the North Sea, which has 
become a kind of "internal sea"·, ·will require inc:reased atten-
tion. In addition to the nuclear power stations already built 
on its shores, there are proposals for building nuclear power 
stations·on artificial or "floating" islands. The choice of such 
sites, the operational safety of these installations and also 
the discharge of their radioactive effluents will require co-
ordination on the part of the countries bbrdering the sea. 
However, since 
the North Sea is also used as "dump" for all kinds of indus-
trial wastes, and 
- in addition, the drilling being carried out there threatens 
to be a coniiderable source of pollution, it 
it woul~ seem that to confine monitoring and control activities 
to the radiol.ogical sector alone is not sufficient to safeguard 
the ecological status of this sea. 
' ' 
An analogous situation ~as encountered with the Rhine which 
has become a drainage channel for all kinds of radioactive ~pd 
non-radioactive *) wa~te~products to b~ discharged finally in 
*)·Strictly speaking, the term "non-radioactive" can not be 
applied without qualification. It is, for instance, only some 
ten years since it was realized that the level of radioactivity 
of the·e:ffluents of certain non-nuclear industries, notably 
plants ban~ling phosphates /17/, could be not inco~siderable, 
''owirik to the.natural radioa~tivity ot the ore~ used. 
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the North Sea. In the case of this river, the international 
Commission of the Rhine, which represents all countries 
concerned with the Rhine basin, is endeavouring to compile 
an overall picture of the tolerable pollution level for this 
river: radioactive and non-radioacitve pollution as well as 
the thermal pollution that is foreseeable as a result of the 
construction of power stations. 
The setting up of similar organizations might be con-
templated mutatis mutandis to study and control the future 
use of the North Sea in order to anticipate and limit any 
additional risks which might be incurred by the adjoining 
countries when new projects are completed. 
It has been emphasized on many occasions at inter-
national congresses and in European Parliament debates that 
compulsory Community consultation, arranged on the basis of 
Article 37, has achieved satisfactory results where the pre-
vention and control of radioactive contamination risks on an 
international scale are concerned. 
It has also been suggested that the experience acquired 
in the course of the application of Article 37 could serve 
as an example for the control of other contamination risks 
and possibly be integrated into a general policy for the 
reduction of pollution and health hazards likely to affect 
the environment. 
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EUROPEAN ATOMIC 
ENERGY COMMUNITY 
Brussels, 12 January 1962 
32/62 (ATO 4) 
Council 
q } ) ' 
'i 1'' 
N 0 T·E 
Re Application of Article 37 of the Euratom Treaty 
. . 
•f 
Article 37 is worded as follows: 
. ,' n t""..lj' ~ r; 
"Each Member State shall submit to the Commiss;i.on such 
'' -. "I,·':·},_, 1! ~ __ :-- '1' ' ) . :· - . 
general data concerning any ~1~~- J9+, ~~e ~!-SJ?OSal of any 
.s ! . - \- :J .J • ~ .J - ' J 
kind of.radioactive waste as will enable the Commission 
':.: ' ' l it.~i\i .,~!}~f''\_ •, ', ' 1' I \,l,il, 
to determine whether the impleme~~'~}pn," ~~- such J>l~lls 
is likely to involve radioactive contamination of the 
water, so~l or ai~~P.~ce of anotP:~r.,~~m~ef.:i~~~~~· 
The Commission, after consulting. th~: grotip: · oi:0 experts ·' 1 
,g.::,-r, ~ -~ ; .L ·t • • ( .[ 
referred to in Article 31, shall give its opinion· there6n 
r . · -: •.• ,. 
within a period of six months." 
At the request of the Commi ttet!·' on Atomic Affairs', · 
1 
:·the Secretariat has for~~lated some. cbnsiderations regaioding 
the application of this article. 
·1)- It will-· .be noted that. ·this· article- .. impose:~,,no obliga+ 
·' :· tions on ·companies themselves ... It is.i only,;Member States· 
that· are required to provi.de<the.; Oommis.sion 'With infor·-·, 
:·1, ma<tion. Cons-e.q·uently, it is·.' the Memb.er· S·tates alone that 
::.·. ate held responsible fo:r the· accur.a:c.y., validity and 
·.•:: · 'completeness of this information: for :the purposes of the 
.. f·ormtilation of the Commission's opinion. The.: ,Oommission 
, ."" ~· :',-has addressed a recommendation to MEl1llb:er.- Sts.tes:·· in:: this 
··connection (Official Journal, 21 Dercember;··l9.M">-)J.-: 'f':l . ~>; 
; . 
',. 
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Every Member State must take all necessary steps to ensure, 
by internal arrangements (legislative if needed), that it has 
the necessary means of fulfilling this obligation. It must 
therefore, where applicable, require private companies to pro-
vide it with information and, possibly, monitoring data. 
2) Article 37 does not require Member States to send to the 
Commission complete details of projects involving the discharge 
of radioactiv~ effluents, but only general data on th~se. pro-
je.:cts ins·orar as is necessary to enable the Commission to deter-
mine whether the implementation of these projects is likely to 
cause radioactive contamination of the water, soil or airspace 
of another Member State. 
Consequently, the Commission should be notified of any 
. j ., -,, ,. 
modificatiori made ·csubsequently to a project that has already 
i'• 1')'•" 
been submi'tted t·o it,: if thie modification is relevant to these 
general data. On the othe.:r han:d, a Mellfber State can not be 
accused of failing to satisfy the requirements of Article 37 
in any way for n'ot ··notifying ·t·he· Commission of modifications 
of deta~ls'~hat do not cdme urider the defih~t~on of-this article. 
... .... ...f\ i ; : ; r 
' I,.(, 
3) .. ·.In Me~~'r States .the implementation of a project involving 
' ~ -1- J ' ' ··) • ' ' • ' ~ 
the dischl1fr.~e o~ radi~~~tive ·effl~ent~-,i~ \1suJiiy JJbject to 
government~l authQrization. It _,is preciJ~iy for 'the';gdidance 
' ' J • I • , : ' , '" • . , 
·P~ the natioa'l authority that possesses 'these pdwer~~of autho-
. 'J. . i. 
rization that Article 37 makes provision for 1 ,~n o~inion on the 
,;wart of the Commission, issued after con~uitatio~ '~f-'the group 
' I ··~ ' 
of experts referrep. to in. -~rticle 31. (This group' is composed 
9J,. individuals de~ignated l;y the Scientific and' Technical 
'. "· 
Committee ,from among the scientific experts of Membe±- States, 
and particularly from among experts in the field of public 
health.) 
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It may be asked .whether the national auth~r.:Lty that 
P~B:esses powers of authorization should 
- examine projects before submitting them to the Commission, 
. . . 
. ,, 
in··· fact, decide upon i_ts own attitude in the matter be-
'""'l 
fore the Commission is requested to issue its opinion, 
o~, on the contrary, 
;_, 
I• 
~ wa:i,. t _{~r;! ,~\h~r opinion of the Commission· bef,<i}:e gr~:pt;i-p,g, 
its -c0wn autqor.ization, in fact, before e_xamining a .. , 
project at all. 
Arti.cle 37 does not require Member States to. suspend all 
authorization. before the opinion of ,the Commission is-iss~d. 
However., to authorize a project without having· first take·n 
into consideration the opinion of the Commis-sion wo:uld ·in 
practice mean,robbing Article 37 of all significance. It 
therefore seems certain that no au·thori.zation, should be 
- . ' 
granted until the Commission has fir.st had time· to· issue 
its opinion. 
·,: 
In any case, there is nothing to prevent the n~tional 
authority,,upon receipt of an application for authorization, 
from carrying out a preliminary examination of the project. 
before submitting it to the Commission. A preliminary exami-
nation of this kinq:could even b~_necessary in order to 
check the accuracy and validity.of the data provided. 
The ~uestion could then arise of exactly·how far an 
examination of this kind could be taken before submitting the 
project to the Commission. In this connection, it does not 
seem permissible for the national authority to go so far as to 
formulate its official attitude to the project as a whole. For 
the adoption of an official attitude in this way would be 
taking place in the absence of an opinion from the Commission, 
which is explicitly intended for the guidance of the national 
authority in making its assessment. 
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t ' J' '• '. 
' ' ' 
It will, however, be noted that the _opinion on __ the part 
of the Commission that is provided for in Article 37 relates 
, , <:>nl:Y.o·~O o~e aspect of the ·pr.oject; namely, the risk t'hat it 
. -11ll'!tY. invol.ve.,-of .causing cont_amination ··in other Member States. 
'l;'hua, before granting its authorizati-on the<~national·autho­
rity should also examine all those other aspects of the pro-
' . . ject that are not taken into consideration in the Commission's 
opinion. Consequently, the question may arise of wh,ethe~ the 
national authority should eJ:Camine the other aspects q,f the 
' . . ' ·, ' ,· 
project before, at the same time as, or ~fter. it i_s l?,ubmi tted 
to the Commission. 
'""i 
It will be noted i.n this connection that_, prelimin:~~IY­
examination of these oth~r aspects would have the fo~ .. tunate. 
' 
effect of _ avoi.ding unnece.sf?,ary_ e.xamination o~~ t!'le _P~rt o_f, _ 
the Commission of projects that could not. in any case _be 
•.' 
implemented because of fac~ors outside the_ scope of its 
opinion. On the_ other hand, any delay in s~bmitting the pro-
: r-
ject to the Commission caused by a preliminary examination 
of this kind would prolong the total period of authorization. 
Finally, the significance o;. the Commission's opinion will 
- . 
depend in particular upon the site on which the project is. ~ .. T~' , ·~:f, 
to be_}>u~lt (near t~ fron~,iers or international riv~-1.~·' for .. 
instan'ce)~ 
J '· \ 
.~ ~: ~ i ~~ n '1 ~' f •' 0 • 0 ; 
It seems, ther~fore, that the question raised here is 
t ', .'~') I .:·, •• , • • I . . • ~ 
a matter of expediency rather than law. It could be settled 
individual:J;.y c~~e _ ~~,.9ase. I~ coul:"-·•also .l:l~ subjected -to 
gjn.~;al cri~ :ria -r ~~:,~e~ ·:·\l;pon j)e~11e,~~ Mem'b_eJ?, ~-~ta,tes. _ , . 
i : ' i ) • I i, 
I' r' () 1 ; <• • 1 \ -r.., i _ (fO i , ~:JI '7fij ·rr.'i '> h 
-, ~' ' I ' '~ Lf·:. L ; L 
''f( \. 
• l 
I.· 
' ·,:: ; ~ .,. I !=- ~ ;:. • ' \ -.1- ,! 
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PLANS FOR THE DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE 
. ,NOTIFIED TO T~E COMMIS$ION UNDER THE TERMS OF 
ARTICLE 37 OF THE EURATOM TREATY 
(as at 31 December 1972) 
' '.· 
BELGIUM 
BR2 reactor (Mol) 
BR3"nuclear power station {Mol) 
- Plant for processing radio-
active wastes from CEN (Mol), 
operated by the Societe 
Belchim 
- Plutonium laboratories for 
the "Belgonucleaire-CEN (Mol)" 
rese~rch programme 
- EUROCHEMIC installations 
(Mol): 
• Research laboratory 
'.~":' BUi_lding for the delivery 
and storage of U-235 enriched 
fuel elements (~1.6 %) 
Pipelines for carrying 
· liquid effluents to the CEN 
reprocessing plants 
...... BR3/VULCAIN nuclear power 
station 
- Sewer for the discharge of 
spent industrial liquid 
wastes into the Scheldt 
- Building for the delivery 
and storage of U-235 enriched 
fuel elements (~ 1.6 %) 
Power level !!ipec:i:f~~:t4· .... i D~ye.:i q~,_1. :> ... 
at the time of issue issue of the 
of the Commission's '· 'i Contridssibn 's 
opinion opinion 
., ~ • I 
50 MWth 
10.5·MWe nett :· 
'27/07/61 
20/12/61. 
09/05/62 
f ·, 
' .. 
~-
,. ) , ~ ' { '", ! I' · ,:: · I 
/- ·r ;-,o.' 18/09/64'• 
" 
" 
" 
10.5 MWe.nett 09/93/65 .. 
15/07/65 
23/07/65 
- EUROCHEMIC installations (Mol): 
• Building for reprocessing 
fuels "·· 
Analysis laboratory 
• Buildings for storage of 
reprocessed products 
Processing plant for liquid 
effluents 
Building for the storage of 
high~attivity liquid waste 
• Building for the storage of 
medium-activity liquid waste 
• Building for the storage of 
solid active waste 
Ventilation plant and sta~k 
- Plutonium laboratories for the 
Belgonucleaire-CEN (Mol) 
research programme 
New laboratories 
- Belgonucleaire "Atelier Plu-
tonium" plant at Dessel for-
the manufacture of plutonium 
fuel elements 
- Central Bureau for Nuclear 
Measurements (CBNM) at Geel 
- Doel nuclear power sta~ion 
\\t 
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Power level specified 
at .tqe time of issue 
of the Commission's 
opinion 
2 x 392.5 MWe nett 
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Date of 
issue of the 
Commission's 
opinion 
30/09/66 
" 
" 
" 
11 
11 
lt 
11 
" 
18/07/69 
04/06/70 
22/12/70 
· , April 1973 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 
- FR2 reactor (Karlsruhe) 
- BER research reactor 
(Berlin) 
- FRM research reactor 
(Munich) 
!· 
~ ARGONAUT research reactor 
(Munich) 
- PR 10 reactor 
(Grosswelzheim) 
Nuclear. Physics Institute, 
Goethe-Universitat 
(Frankfurt/M.) 
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- Installations for the Nuklear-
Chemie und -Metallurgie 
(NUKEM) company 
- Kahl/Main experimental nuclear 
power station 
- FRJ-1-MERLIN reactor for the 
Jtilich Nuclear Research Centre 
- Jtilich Nuclear Research Centre: 
• FRJ-2-DIDO reactor 
Processing plant for liquid 
and solid radioactive 
effluents 
- AVR experimental nuclear 
power station (Jtilich) 
- Karlsruhe Nuclear Research 
Centre: 
; <I 
FR2 . r'eactor (modified) 
• MZFR reactor 
Power level specified 
at the time of issue 
of the Commission's 
opinion 
'f 
12 MWth 
50 kWth 
1 MWth 
1 kWth 
lOO Wth 
50 kW "-, · 
th ·'; 
15 MWe nett 
13.6 MWe nett 
44 MWth · 
60 MWe nett 
I 
: i 
I 
I 
I 
APPENDIX III 
Date of 
issue of the 
Commission's 
opinion 
17/03/61 
17/03/61 
17/03/61 
17/03/61 
17/03/61 
., 
. '' 20/rf:tJ I 62. 
li./ - : 
20/07/62 
12/10/62 
(' )· ' 
11/07/63 
25/02/65 
11 
" 
18/05/66 
28/06/67 
11 
" 
- 4 -: 
• SNEAK reactor 
STARK reactor 
Hot cells 
• Hot Chemistry Institute 
• Prototype laboratory 
• Alpha-Chemie und 
-Metallurgie (ALKEM): 
European Institute for 
··Transuranium Elements 
r 1 
• Central decontamina~~~n 
building 
~ ) 
• Solid wastes depot ii 
-\\Gundremmingen nuclear 
power station ~KRB) 
- Lingen nuclear power 
station (KWL) 
- Obrigheim nuclear power 
station (KWO) 
- JUlich Nuclear Resear.ch 
Centre: 
Hot-cell laboratory : 
Nuclear fuel analysis 
laboratory (BZ III) 
- KNK reactor, Karlsruhe 
Nuclear Centre 
- Decontamination building 
for the Karlsruhe Nuclear 
Re6learch Centre . (to repla.;ce , 
central decontamination -. ' 
building: opinion dated 
\2,?/p9/67) 
- AVR experimental nuclear 
power station (JUlich): · :' ;:,: 
modifications 
t . ..i' 
- "OTTO HAHN" experimental 
nuclear vessel 
Power level specified 
at the time of issue 
of the Commission's 
opinion 
237 MWe nett .. 
240 MWe nett 
-- ' ( _, 
282.7 MWe nett · 
19.1 MWe nett 
~ : . 
13.6 MWe nett 
38 MWth 
(11,000 SHP) 
APPENDIX III 
'J 
I j 
I' 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
. t 
I 
Date of 
issue of the 
Commission's 
opinion 
28/06/67 
" 
" '~ ..... : j : ,l J 
" 
" 
" 
' 
: ~ " 
•,- .'• 1 
" 
" 
11/04/67 
,· 
24/09/68 
l,.0/03/69 
',22/04/69 
-·' ··I I .•. :_. 
I ' : I ~~ ') 
" 
22/04/69 
;-
10/12/69 
21/01/70 
Karlsruhe reprocessing plant 
(WAK) 
- Grosswelzheim superheated-
steam· (HDR) reactor 
- WUrgassen nuclear power 
station (KKW) 
- FERAB and bituminization 
plants for the Karlsruhe 
Nuclear Research Centre 
- Stade nuclear power station 
(KKS) 
- Niederaichbach nuclear power 
station (KKN) 
FRANCE 
- Submersion of radioactive 
wastes in the Mediterranean 
Chinon nuclear power station 
1st stage - EDF 1 
- 5 -
- Chinon nuclear power station: 
• 2nd stage - EDF 2 
• Irradiated materials plant 
(AMI) 
~ SENA nuclear power station in 
the Ardennes (Chooz) 
- Chinon nuclear power station 
3rd stage - EDF 3 
- St. Laurent-des-Eaux power 
station, 1st stage - SL 1 
- Monts d'Arree power station 
EL 4 stage 
APPENDIX III 
Power level specified 
at the time of issue 
of the Commission's 
opinion 
25 MWe gross 
640 MWe nett 
630 MWe nett 
100.4 MWe nett 
68 MWe nett 
210 MWe nett 
266 MWe nett 
480 MWe nett 
487 MWe nett 
70 MWe nett 
Date of 
issue of the 
Commission's 
opinion 
01/07/71 
14/12/71 
17/04/72 
24/04/72 
30/10/72 
May 1973 
26/07/60 
30/04/64 
13/07/65 
11 
" 
12/12/67 
" 
20/09/71 
09/12/71 
- St. Laurent-des-Eaux power 
station, 2nd stage - SL 2 
- Bugey nuclear power station 
1st stage 
ITALY 
. ,:; 
- 6 -
Power level specified 
at the time of issue 
of the Commission's 
opinion 
': J 
516 MWe nett 
.,.[ . 
526 MWe nett 
f -\ \I;\ 
- Ga~igliano nuclear power 150 MWe nett ... 
station (SENN) 
APPENDIX III 
.·,I 
,. 
Date of 
issue of the 
Commission's 
opinion 
19/09/72 
. ·f·,' 
' .. 19/09/72 
•'"!'' .15/10/64 
' ' 
- Latin.a nuclear power st,t;i..or-.' ,_-1 : 200 MWe nett (SIMEA) " ' 
25/06/65 
- En~iro F-ermi nuclear ppver. , ,, , 257 MWe nett 
station at Trino Vercellese 
- CNEN-EUREX reprocessing plant 
for irradiated fuels at Saluggia 
- Installations for the Ispra 
Jo~nt' ·~~search Centre (JRC) -
- Plant for the manufacture of 
fuel 1elements for nuclear· 
power stations at Bosco Marengo 
NETHERLANDS 
Discharge into the sea of 
liquid wastes from the RCN 
at Pet~E;!t;L 
- Submersion of solid radio-
acti"Ve waste in the Atlantic.: 
-~ -\ . 
- Dodewaard nuclear power 
sta:tion CGKN) 
..:.. ', \ 
I ,, ~ 1, ' I •1 
I 
51.5 MWe nett 
r·· 
,; ( 
.16/08/66 
10/06/69 
19/09/72 
April 1973 
(; 
26/67/62 
.. /' 
18/11/66 
15/01/69 
_., ~: 
APPENDIX IV 
PROCEDURE FOLLOWED 
FOR THE ISSUE OF AN OPINION BY THE COMMISSION 
(Article 37 of the Euratom Treaty) 
-~~--~----~-~--
NOTIFICATION OF "GENERAL DATA" TO THE COMMISSION BY THE 
MEMBER STATE 
~-------------------------------------------------------------
SECRETARIAT 
- Translation/reproduction 
of documents 
Forwarding of documents 
to the experts 
- Verification that general 
data are complete 
Collection of missing 
information 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Preparation of Establishment of contact : 
I 
experts' meeting with the competent depart-: 
ments of the Commission 1 
Preparation of a study 
Examination of experts' 
comments 
GROUPE OF EXPERTS 
- Meeting to examine the 
general data received 
- Compilation of report 
to the Commission 
COMMISSION 
- Compilation of a draft 
opinion 
- Approval of the draft 
opinion by the Commission 
ISSUE OF THE COMMISSION'S OPINION BY THE GENERAL 
SECRETARIAT TO THE MEMBER STATES CONCERNED 
Time scale 
in months *) 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
*) This time scale is given indicatively to illustrate the progress 
of the procedure. Since the experts are convened on average only about 
three times a year and it is therefore necessary to examine various 
different projects at the same time, there are sometimes differences 
in the timing; but the period of six months allowed by the Treaty 
is imperative. 
APPENDIX V 
hGENERAL .DATA" }'1 
WITHIN THE MEANING OF ARTICLE 37 OF THE-EURATOM TREATY 
- ... ,' ' . 
(2o March 1973) *) 
1 •. The site and its surroun~~ 
1.1 •. Ge.ogtaphic.al and topographical 'f_eatures of the area 
with' · ·, '·. · 
- map· showing the lqcati,on of. the ;s,ite; 
c' 
- distance of the site from frontiers of adjacent 
Member States. 
1 • ' ,.~ ' ' 
1.2. Main ·geologi.c;:al.; ·WO~:pholQgical,. and seismglogical 
features 
1.3. Hydrology 
lo4o 
features.of_hearby watercourse ·(average yearly 
waterflow, ''average low Waterflow over 30 days and 
maximum flow ste.ting frequency and period of 
occurrence) ; 
- maritime features of co·a-stEll· sit-es·. Ciid~e-i, : ln~ne' 
currents); 
- dangers of flooding and prote'ction of the' si'te j 
- ground-water level and directi-on of flow. 
-- --- .. - ••• - - - - .. 4 ••• - -- • - - ·- - -. 
Me-te-orology. and climatology 
- frequency distribution of wind directions and 
speeds; 
--4 ·- ·-· ~~ 
- frequency distrLl:iution ·of- prec.ipi ta:tron intensity 
and duration; .. ·. -------· .. . :~ 
- frequency distrib:ution _of the ,di;ffer~nt categories 
of atmospheric~ dispersion conditi.on~ 1 ("e.g., Pasquill 
stabli1li ty ca:tregor.des) in•·-ea~h wind sec.tor; fre-
quency d:i,stribution of ,duration of temperature 
lnve.rsions. · · · .. · 
*) Revised version of the list of gene~al ~af~; su~h a list 
was first published as appendix to the Recommendation 
concerning the application of Article 37 of the Treaty, 
adopted by the Euratom-Commission on 16 November 1960 
(cf. Official Journal of the European Communities, Nr. 81, 
1893-1896, 1960). 
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1.5. Data on natural resources of the region 
1.6. 
-~ - ' ' J ' 
- pedologica~ and ecological features of the region; 
- wate~ utilizatio-n in the region- (for dr:fnk:ing-, · i-rriga-
tion, etc.); 
- main food supplies (crops, stock breeding, fishing, 
hunting); 
-foodstuffs distribution system and particularly-the 
expo~t-~f agricultural products,- fish or gamer from 
the regions concerned to other Community countries. 
Industrial or other activities on the site or its sur-
roundings which might affect the safety of the plant. 
' . 
Population characteristics 
distribution and constitution of the population in any 
area of other Member States which.could be affected 
by the release of radioactive effluents from the 
planned installation; · · · 
· ::.· ... main features of living c-onditions arid -eating habits 
of the popul'ation groups- in .these areas. 
2. ~scription of the plant 
2.1. Main features of the plant 
1029/3/72 e 
-main features of the reactor,-the reactor btiilding, 
auxiliary installatio~s and safety provisions. 
• ' ' ' I 
!2~-~~E~2~~~~!~~-E!~~~~~~!~~2~~!2~!~~-~~~-~!~!!~~ 
installations: 
- brief description of ,processes and techniques used; 
amounts of radioacti'v'e and fissile materials treated; 
- brief description of work areas and stores for 
radioactive material; 
- methods of protection against fire, explosio~ and 
c~i ticali ty •. 
\ \ 
APPENDIX V 
V ..,~. . .~- , . 
-·----
2.2. 
.~ .3. 
Ventilation systems 
... brief descr:iption fndicating their functi<>n in normal 
operatin·g· conditions and i~ .'case of an1 .~c;eident; air 
f.lows, relative' pressures ih' the buildi.n-gs and 
L heigltts of release ; · · 
- data on filters, their efficiency, methods and fre-
qu~ncy Qf ~~stipg (laboratory in~_in-sit~tests)! 
Containments: 
' t ~ • • ~. 
' <l {.; t • 
-brief description-gi''Ving function, design pressure, 
leakage rates, (design :values ~n,d).,teet resalts if 
already' ·a-vailable),"' m'eans of blocking off penetra-
tions, cl9s;ing tim~s, -..methods 'and f'requepcy of 
testing containm~,n;ts for lea:kti'gh'tnes~'~· 
'.: .. ·- . 
2.4. Time scale • '~ l 
- t~st period and p~obable date of 1regulaZ:..1operation 
of the plant; 
. ~ ~: 
- present stage of licensing pr.oceGure. . , . 
3. Release of gaseous (gases and aerosols) radioactive effluents 
. ,·, :: 
r- .-.: • ··-
Sources of gaseous .radioactive ef'fluents -tn normal 
operating conditions; nature, composition and physico-
chemical forms.of ra~io~uclides ·which are·sfghificant 
;r from the hea~tli' viewpoint. . · ·.··· · 
r ·', • j_, 
Treatment of these effluents, methods and routes 
of disposal. 
Evaluation of th~ maximum annual .activi·t·y- to be 
release·d under normal operating conditions' with 
indication of the radionuclides co.ncerne~ ... Wild: 
assumptions made. 
• ' 't .. ' 
3.4. Meteorological model and parameters useq i~ calculating 
_atrnoepheric dispersion .C?f ,_the eff"~~.ents -~ -.~1ution 
faotor.s for each-distance cb~sider~d, aver~ged for 
1 
_..-the various release periods. under conside;Ilation. 
~ o' ' ~ I ' < > ' 
3.5 •. Maximum activity re_le~f3e autho!!'lized by.t-he ··licensing 
authorities. 
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3.6. On the basis of the maximum authorized activity release, 
evaluation for the most exposed area surrounding the 
installation and for affected areas in other Member 
States, indicating assumptions made and calculating 
methods used: 
- in case of· contiriuous release, average annual con-
centrations of activity in the atmosphere near ground-
level; in case of intermittent release and planned 
special release, time-integrated concentrations in the 
atmosphere near ground-level; 
-ground contamination under:~he same circumstances; 
. . 
- annual doses received by critical groups of the popu-
lation through inhalation, immersion and ingestion. 
3.7. Coordinated waste disposal plan in cases where there 
are plants in the vicinity which also emit radioactive 
effluents into the atmosphere: -
3.8. Monitoring of. gaseous activity before release; main 
features of detectors; alarm levels; measures and means 
of intervention (manual and automatic) when setpoints 
are .exceeded. 
4. Release of l.iquid radioactive effluents 
~.1. Sources of liquid radioactive waste in normal operating 
conditions; nature, composition and physicochemical 
forms of radionuclides which are significant from the 
health viewpoint. 
4.2. Treatment of this waste; temporary on-site storage, 
facilities;<disp9sal methods and routes. 
4.3. Maximum activity release authorized by the licensing 
authorities. 
4.4~ On the basis of this maximum authorized activity 
rel~ase, evaluation of the annual doses which 'would 
be received by critical groups of the population 
near the plant and on the territories of other 
Member States affected, indicating assumptions mad~, 
and calculating methods used. 
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4.5. Coordinated waste disposal plan where there are other 
plants also discharging radioa~tive waste into the 
same body of water. 
4.6. 
Disposal 
Monitoring of liquid radioactivity before discharge; 
main features of detectors; alarm levels; measures 
and means of intervention (manual and automatic) when 
these setpoi'nts: ire' exceeded. 
- ' . -:\ : .-~ :- ·· .. 
. -' -· 
;,·,: !-; '· 
of-~oli~ radio~ct~v~ waste· 
T 
5 .1. Nature Qf0 :solid rad.~pa·ctive waste atl(i. ~stimated 
annQal p~o~uction. 
. . r . --,.- . -
5. 2. On-site processing an'dt ·packag,ing. 
5.3. Provisional1 s·torage; radiological r-isks to the 
environment and precautions taken • 
. ·' 
5.4.. Final disposal. 
'' .. 
6. Unpl.anned rele&ees of radioactive e,ffltients 
6.1. Review of possible accidents which could result in 
unpla'llned r~eleases of radioactive substances. 
6.2. Types of reference accidents taken into consideration 
by th~ national authorities for evaluating possible 
healt4 effects on the population 1in case of an acci-
dent. in the plaht. 
6.3. Eyalu~tion of the radiolog~cal consequences of 
reference accidents: 
j ' 
1029/3/?2 e 
A. Entailing releases into the atmosphere 
-assumptions made; 
~.disposal routes; change of release with time; 
~.nature, amounts and physicochemical forms 
.of ra~ionuclides releas~d wllich are signi'-
. ficant from the'' health ·viewpo.int; 
- -· ,_ ____ _ 
APPENDIX V 
- meteorological ·model and parametets used in 
calculating atmospheric dispersion of the efflu-
ents; dilution factors for each distance con-
sidered, averaged f~:r the .vari~~s rel:eas.e .periods 
under consideratio~;. 
' ..,. -' 
- maximum t~me-integrated concentration of radio-
activity in the atmosphere near ground level and 
maximum ground deposition (in dry and wet weather) 
in the vicinity,of the plant and at t~e most 
exposed area in thEt other Member· State_#? affected; 
,-
... > 
•'!( . 
- doses by immers'iori, intlalati'on "and ingestion 
received by the critical·· groups of, t}!.~, population 
near the plant and qn t_J;l:e- ter~i tory of the other 
MembeT States affected. 
,, 
B. Entailing releases- into wa,ter,·· 
-assumptions made; 
-disposal routes; change of release with 'i~e; 
'1-t w 
- nature, amounts and~1~icochemical forms of 
radionuclides releas.ed which are sign:i,.fic~nt 
from the 'he-alth vie-wppint ; .. , 1 • 
"•,' 
-.:r.-
- hydr~logical and ecological dispersion of the 
various radionuclide~.released; 
\. ... t 
- d'o's~~ which wou~d be received. ,by cri ti ea],.,_ gf'oups 
of the populat~pn near the plant and on the··' 
territories of other. Member States affected by 
the contaminated body of water. ,- ·· 
. ~ .... 
6.4. Emergency planning in case of an accident ~nd, where 
applicable, agreements with other Member-States: 
~ ' \. ' i_ -~ • : .-! t 
7. Environmental radioactivity monitoring 
7.1 •. Environmen~«l monitoring programme and o~ganization. 
•) '\ ' J 
7_.2. Apparatus (~i':~Of).~~oring' ren~ironme~'ial·~~d-ioactivity 
in normal and. abnormal circumstances. -
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ARTICLE 37 ;H. I ( 
OF THE EURATOM TREATY 
j.: ., 
. •,• 
• ~r ' .- ..... ~ _\ -~ . 
,; 
. f . ' \. ' ~-' "l , . '·'"' :..; ; 
I . ~ . 'I"'' :jJ ' . ; .; . r -.. 
R~;ERE~ CE LJ!;V~~S ...... . 
·---.:_~ ., ..\.. ·''' ;~:I\: 
' ·_, .• l ·:Jd,_r 1 • ~ ! QSED IN THE EXAMINATION OF 
'-..1 ._' ··-·1-~., . ,. / ~.:!.JT ~-·:tO. 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DlSPOSAL PLANS 
.. ~- .. · . .! ... =>1:: . 
' . 
... t r. ~ ·~ . 
:i • .I. I.,_~ l..J • • 
28 January 1972 
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 
This working document contains the principal reference levels 
(dose limits, reference doses, derived values), for a number of 
radionuclides (I-131, rare fission gases, Pu-231, Pu-240, Pu-241, 
Pu-242). These levels are used by the Secretariat in evaluating 
plans for the disposal of radioactive waste submitted by }~mber 
States under article 37. 
These levels of reference were calculated for the most exposed 
population group which, in the case of iodine-131 and the pluto-
nium isotopes is made up of young children (calculations made 
for a child of 6 months) and, in the case of the noble gases, of 
man in general, as the dose absorbed is the same for everyone. 
In compiling this document we have based ourselves as far as 
possible on the latest literature which seemed most reliable.' 
These values, however, may well change again in the years to 
come, and the Secretariat therefore proposes to keep this list 
up to date. 
It is also intended to extend this work to cover other radionu-
clides and parameters frequently encountered in the study of 
radioactive waste disposal. 
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~·. ~·::..:. 0 • ... -._; ... ::..:: I 0 D I N E - 131 
Reference 
REFERENCE LEVELS FOR A YOUNG CHILD 
A. Routine rel~~~es ,_, ; 
;1. 
- Dose limit • . . . 1. 5 rems/y. 
. . 
l., ' .\ILt:;.._· .:~~-_,· ~·. id···· 
v ·.:·r.:.l·"l .• 
\ \., I ' ) .;; ' • ' Corresponding concentrations 
/1/ 
2. in milk : 
5•10-11 Ci/m3 /2/ 
·~:r~- .. -~:-:4~~... . . :~ rrl.i;Bi/i !":::-xr-. ·.. -'!3/ 
1•' in iriha.l~d. &4'· . :.. -. 
\ ' .. ' · .. "':'' ... 
- corresponding-- COII.DlMltra.:ti.on 
on pasture : 2•10-3 ;uCi/m2 /4/ 
- corresponding concentration 
in air : 3·10-13 Ci/m3 /5/ 
B. Acoidenta.l releases 
- Reference dose 25 rems /3/ 
to the tby:13id 
To this dose corresponds : 
1. a. cloud dosage of : 
- I-131 oniy : 0.031 Ci•s/m3 /3/ 
- I-131 with its other 
isotopes and Te-132 (steady 
Ci•s/m3 /3/ state in a. reactor) : 0.015 
- I-131 with its other 
isotopes, in case of a 
Ci•s/m3 /3/ critica.lity accident : 0.0031 
396/72 e 
C' ~· \ 
' ~ p ..:::!...J...... 
. • 2. a peak concentration 
in milk of 
- 4 -
Reterenoe 
···-···-- .. ·---·~--- .... 
-·-- .. ' -~:--~-- --· ·---~: ...... . . .:~ .. . 
--- -~-............ . 
0.25 ... ;u~~/1 /3/ 
},1 -' : • )' • ~ • 
_.. ... ~ ~--·· ~---. 
I \ ' 
- oo~ssponding oo~tamination 
of p~EI ili:iotf' : : ... 1 • 5 
.- .... ~·sr n:c; ··;, rr -
- corresponding cloud dosage : 
\( . 
. ' 
\ ' 
\ ·. 
r:·: 
. ·· .. 
:.. . . ~ ... ' 
·- \ ·.t \. i • 
: .... ·.•· .. 
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VL ·· :n · 
\' i·.:j·. 
i . . i. .J : 
'! .. , 
·.·: 
·•·; 
~,t'-' ..... 
/3/ 
./6/ 
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RADIOACTIVE NOBLE GASES 
REFERENCE LEJ!EJ:S FOR. CHILDREN AND ADULT§ .- _. 
~- .. -- .::.2 . ..:._... . _-___ .. -... .....:.::-_·-:: _;;;; : : 
A. Routine releases 
- Dose ,limit 
., ,, 
Corresponding concentration 
in air : 
,) - '·:: .. '._ :;i;.: . 
0.5 rems/y. , ., 
to the whole boay 
(submersion) 
Reference 
/1/ 
o .1 • MP·c · (w6r!t~'i·s 
168 hrs/wk) /1/ 
\ \., . 
~. Accidental 'releases 
- Reference dose 
\ I ·', 
\ t J '. .. ':, ' • :i:. ·. ~.::. .. " ~ 
:.· 
.... : .. 
.\ ~ -
15 rams 
to th.e wbo?l'!9 ... J~.ody 
(submersion) 
r· 
- Corresponding cloud dosage 
. . Kr-85m lOO 
Kr-85 280 
. Kr-87 .. , 19 
I • ~) ! :' • •- .J 
Xe-ljlm 380 
'xe-133 "' .. 
Xe-·135 
280 
lOO 
Ci··~fm3 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
/11/ 
•• .! 
/7/ 
/7/ 
/7/ 
/7/ 
/7/ 
/7/ 
...... I ',,~ ' ' ~ 
._j_j "' . 
. ~ ------. 
~ r •, ' " . 
.. . '. \~. . . 
. ) - -~ :. . -! 
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PLUTONIUI1 
- r; 
REFERENCE.i'LEVELS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN 
1. SOLUBLE PLUTONIUl'<I 
A. Routine releases 
\ 
, .. - Maximum dose ·. 
- Corresponding concentration 
in inhaled air 
B. Accidental releases 
- Reference dose· 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu.-241 
Pu-242 
- Corresponding cloud dosage 
''\ 
' 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
., Pu-242 
2. INSOLUBLE PLUTONIUM 
A. Routine releases 
- Dose limit 
- Corresponding concentration 
in inhaled air : 
396/72 e 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
Pu-242 
. 
. 
':Reference 
3 
to bone 
rems/y._ 
' - ' 
... · _: i \ 
2•10-l4 Ci/m3 
' 
'' 
2·10-l4 
" 
l•lo-12 
" 
2•10-l4 
" 
, .. ,.,. 
:. 
-.-::c-,·::r__· 
1·5 -rems/y. 
to bone 
·~· 
·-1.10-5 Ci•s/m3 
1•10-5 
" 
2•10-4 
" 
. 1~1·10-5 
" 
1.5 rems/y. 
to the lungs 
4•10-13 Ci/m3 
4·10-13 
" 
4•10-10 
" 
4•10-13 
" .. ,' : .. 
/1/ 
/9/ 
/9/ 
/9/ 
./9/ 
/11/ 
/10/ 
/10/ 
/10/ 
/10/ 
/1/ 
/10/ 
/10/ 
/10/ 
/10/ 
- 7 
. -~ ........ --~- ··~-~~·-
B. Accidental releases 
i -· 
\ . 
- Reference dose 
, :. ; ··r 
"•pu::;;239' .-
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
·PU.-242 
"L ... ! ) 
15 rems 
. to ~the· ~1 'lings 
6.6-~o-5 
_:c6.6•1Q-5 
6.6•10-2 
:\r . '! c{f~2 ~1(,-'5'' 
"-
'. 
" 
" 
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\ 
/1/ Euratom ... ··- . _ ~.. . -·· .. 
Basic Safety Standards for Protection against ionizing-
radiation, 1966 
/2/ According·to ICRP, publication 2, 1959, 
the MPC (workers 168 hrs/wk.) of iodine-131 in inhaled air 
is 3•10-9 Ci/m3 for an annual· permissible ·d·ose of 30 rams. 
Hence, the MPC fov,individuals of th.~ population (1.5 rems/y.) 
will be : 1.5~10~1? Ci/m3. 
. " ~ 
-. 
For_a child of 6·months, this val~e .must be multiplied by 
m A 
-! • ~ = 0.295 where 
ma Ae 
me = 1.8 g /3/ (weight of child's thyroid) 
m = 20 g (ICRP publ.2) (weight of the thyroid of the 
a standard man) 
A = 70 cm3/s /3/ (breathing rate of a child) 
e 
A = 230 cm3/s /3/ (breathing rate of the adult) 
a 
Hence, the MPC for children will be : 
1.5•10-10•0.295 = 4·43•10-11~5·10-ll Ci/m3 
/3/ F. MORLEY and P.M. BRYANT, 
"Basic and derived radiological Protection Standards for the 
Evaluation of environmental Contamination" 
I.A.E.A.-SM-117/27, Vienna 1969 
/4/ The following data /3/ were used in calculating the relation-
ship between iodine-131 contamination A (;uCi/m2) on pasture 
and contamination C (;uCi/1) in milk : 
- area grazed daily by a cow : 
- fraction of deposited activity retained on 
the edible portion of the herbage 
- fraction of daily ingested iodine by the 
cow transferred to milk : 
When 
396/72 e 
Between A and C the following relationship 
A • 160 • 0.25 • 0.0055 = C 
C = 4•10-4/uCi/1 one finds : 
A= 1.82•l0-3;uCi/m2~2•l0-3;uCi/m2 
0.25 
o.0055;;ugt~a 
'/u 1. ay exists : 
... 
·-· ·-···-·- -.:: .:..... 
.... 9.--
/5/ An annual mean concentration o! iodine-13l')< (Ci/m3) in air 
' ; • .. ~ • l • ' ~ ' ~ ' ' : ~· 
at ground level results in a soil contamination of 
6'' ~it . 
-10 ~ e • ~v-. • at 
. . . g . .'. 
-
whrm v 
,g d~~~~i ~io~ velo~i ty (m/~): J',; ; ;·t ·~;;,~: ~- . .·.-,_; 
'A effective decay constant of iodine-131 
in herbage:(s-1)· = o.693 ·- ·· 
'.f . 
' > :. 
T effective half-life of iodine-131 on the 
he.rbage (days) .. . .... 
. .. . . ' ) 
hence 
,._,. I .i'K_\,,.·.:'t':·,\o6'. x-~ v'''anciX = lo-6C.··A 
.. ·r ··::·.,-.-,__, .. . {\ ·i·::· ~ · · : ·. ,~v". · 
-3 2 g ,!fu~n .: A •. 1._~-~:.2 •. _10. ;uCi/TI)... /4/,. 
.,.,··.:·· 
.. ·:: 
. '( '~ :: ··0,. vg =,t9.:-r .. ,.m-(e ·, 
T : 5 d /3/ 
/6/ 
,! 
/7/ 
/8/ 
.. :·::·,::~.e,if~~~- :X=.~-~:~~-,~· 10~1 3 Gi(~~ .~-; • .. 1~713 .~i/m3. 
A cloud dosage J( (Ci•s/m3) in air at ground 
.a sei}: ~?n~ami~a~~o~ A; ~.;v.Pijm2.): _:. 
Ar··:= 106 .• X,. .v.' • . . · · l;.· · 
. g 
·Wh~n{A • 1.5juCi/m2 ·and vg·• lo-~·mfs~: 
·. ·X~ 'i .5 · ~ 10 ... 4.: ci;m3· 
level resUlts in 
t_' 
r ' ,·, 
. ~-···." 
The MPC of Kr-85~- (10-· . ci)m3) . . • •. t'; • ' 
body dose 
Hence 
and 
or 
/1/ corresponds to a whole 
of 5 rems/y. or 1.58 • 10-7 rems/s. 
10-6 Ci•s/m3 corresponds to 1.58•10-7 rems 
-
6 2 3 10 
• 
15 = 0.95•10 Ci• s/m to 15 rems 
1.58·10-7 
100 Ci •s/m3 ~ 15 rems. 
(In this version Ref. /8/ has not been taken up) 
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/9/ Belgonucleaire ~N 6912-03 
"Projet de construction d 'un etablissemen:t pour la fabri-
cation d 1 elements"combustibles au plutonium a Dessel" 
(Construct±~~ ~~ojeot of an establis~entr~~r the manufac-
ture .o~ p~u-~~~!~m __ .fy-el. elements at Dessel) 
General data:.required by article 37 of the Euratom Treaty ; 
December 1969 
/10/ F. Breuer, C. Brofferio, A. Nardi 
"Considerazioni ·sui parametri da·. u:tilizzare nel calcolo dei 
--·· ...... . . ---·~ ·-· ... 
1 Livelli di Riferimento derivati' per emergenze nucleari" 
(Considerations on the param~ters to be used in calculating 
the 'Derived Levels of Reference' for nuclear emergencies) 
' ~~:-' 
XVth Wational Congress of the Italian H~alth Physics and 
Radiation-Protection Association, Cagli~i 1969 
.. /11/ X. de Ma.ere 
"Eva.luo.tion de 'Niveaux-Guides' applicables a des rejets de 
routine, concertes ou accidentels, dans l'atmosphere" 
(Evaluation of 'Guide Levels' applicable to th~ routine, deli-
berate or accidental release of ~aste·into the atmosphere) 
CEN.:Working_ document, M'arch .. l967 • 
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APPENDIX VII-a 
A11fUAL GASEOUS RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISCHARGES (NODLE GASES) 
AS A PERCENTAGE OF DISCHJ~RGE LIMITS /9/ 
i---····=···--~=-=··-------·i==;~:~;:;;:=~~;~~:=r==····;~:~;:;;:·::·:·=JV3-----~ 
1 Country 1 Facility of limits 1
1 ' : {ci/year] 1969 j 1970 1971 
l 
GERMANY 
I am x106 ' 1,9 0.6 I 0.4 . 0.3 
x1o6 
l I 
3.1 6.5 I 4.3 
x1o4 
I 
8 I 9.6 1.8 
·' KWL I 
l KWO 7.0 
8.8 xl04 2.0 I 3.8 2.8 I 
' 
------------------- ---------
;.----------- -·----------;;:;~-------1-:~---------
\ CHINON 4 x105 (a) I' 3.1 2 1.1 
o.o8 0.9 
I St-LAURENT- I 
i DES-EAUX 1 4 xl05 (a) ; 0.5 
1 6 I 
0 0 0,2 
0.01 0.02 13.5 
----------
ITALY 
Lll.TINA 5 xl05 (b) 0.3 I 0.5 0.5 
GARIGLIANO 3 x106 (b) I! 4.7 1 9.2 l 21 • .5 
TRINO VERC. 5 xl04 1 0 I 0,04 1.2 -;;~~-- -:::::::::-------:----:::~-------r--------1!--~:-----J---:------, 
(a) At this ~~scharg~ rate, assuming an atmospheric dilution factor of 
1.5 x 10 sec/m and a 20% probability of the wind being in one direc-
tion, the maximum concentration in the air at ground level is equal to 
the MPCP in air. 
(b) The actual discharge limits for the Latina and Garigliano stations are 
based on the MPCP in air at ground level. These limits are being at 
present replaced by discharge formulae based on analyses of the cri-
tical groups of the population and on actual waste discharge 
needs of the power stations. 
ANNVAL DISCR!RGES OF RADIOACTIVE AEaOSOLS AND IQUINE-131 
AS A PERCENTAGE OF DISCHARGE LiriTTS /9/ 
r=:::::::====·=~=:::::::~~=-=r===;;:~~~~_}:~;:===r======~:~~~~;;=;~:4f.~;:;;:;=::=~~~~;~::;:;:=:~~~i:~h:;;~:~~:;;;=====l 
' aerosols iodine-131 laeroso=s iodine-13 aeros~ls iodin!~eroso:s ~odine-131 1 
I
. GERMANY Iam 2 850 22 2.7x10 _ 1.6 2.6x10 -· 0.9 
1
1.8xl0 3 1.5 
. IOJL 15 800 16 1,6xlo-> l 4.3x10-~ 1.6 
1{1'[0 I l 15 (a) 0.42 0.;2 , 
VAJ.C 88 o.61 o.1 ! 1.1 o.15 110 jo.o8 
-;;:;~;----- ~~~:::::~:::~- --:-:::::~ ----------- --:z;:~~-~--------- --~::~:-- --------e--r:::::~: ------------
1 Xl03 (b 0 j 0 0 SENA 
-IT~------~~:---------- :-:~~;~: --;:~~3(:;-,-~~:~~~~-~---~----- ----~------ -----~------ ~~~~~~~~1-----~------
, ! I 
GaRIGLlANO 3 xlO;(c lxl04(c) l2.2x1o-3 I o 2.2x1o-3 6xlo-4 2.2~lo-3\ 1.3x1o-3 ~------------~~~~~-~~~~~-- --~~~---~~ --=:~~~:~~~ -----~---~---~----- -~~~~=----r-~~~------_-- ~~~~---~J--~--------j 
, BETBERLANDS jDODF1.[AAR.n 
' . 
(a) Limit calculated f5om the hourly limit of 1.7xl0-3 Ci/h. However, during the grazing period the limit is 
reduced tc 1.4x10 Ci/h. · 
(b) ~t this rate, assuming an atmosp~eric dilution facto7 of 1.5xl0-S sec/m3 ~d ~ 20% ~rob~bi3ity that the wind 
~none direction? the concentrat1on at ground level ~s equal to the MPCP 1n a~r (10-9 C1/m ). 
(c) For Latina and Garigliano the actual limits correspond to the MPCP in air at ground level. These limits are 
at present replaced by discharge formulae b&sod on analyses of the critical groups of the DOpulation and on 
waste dischar~e needs of the power stations. (d) In 1969 the l1Dits ware still 15 Ci/year of aerosols and 300 Ci/year of iodine-131. 
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AHN]AL LlSUlD ~DlgAC1t!i WASTE DISC§ARQ~ 
A,S ' PRQ,i;!TAGE o~: ;plSCMJ!aGE Lwna /9/ 
(•xclusive of tritium) 
·--····--····~············--···············-····································· Activity diachar8ed aa a 
Oo-unt:J:'f hcili ty D:l.aoha.rtre lilld te percentage ot dieoha:tge liud. ta 
. /Ci/yea'r} 1969 ., 1970 I 1971 
mwx m 
ICWL 
lWO 
VAt 
~--------~-------------~----------
OKUON 900 
St-LA.t1JEN'! ... ])ES .. 
EAUX 800 0.34 0.1 0.28 
SENA 100 ~.8 6.4 '4 
EL 4 4 o.67· I 0.15 2.5 
IPL;·-::--=:;~j :~:--~~~-=----=-
GARIGLIANo 5 ~~o' (b) I 0.2 . 0.2 0,4 
n:mo VERC!lLLESl! 21 (o) I o.o6 (o)j 14 90 
-~I =--~-:-1,-:--·r. -62 -
t I I 
(a) Llmita derived from the tiPCP in drinking water of 10-7 Ci/m~ {any mixture 
ot alpha. bet~, ga.IJUI.Ia emitters, from which Ba.-226 and Ra, .. 22S oen be excluded 
and from the volume ot water carried annually by the river, A wa~te 
discharge formula is applied at SENA. 
(b) !be actual diacharg9 limits for the Latina and Garigliano power atationa 
correspond re&peotively to 1/3 ana to the MPCP in drinking water mea•ured 
in the cooling water discharge canals. Tbeae limit• are aotuall~ bei~ 
replaced by discharge formulae based on analyses ot the ~itioal groups of 
the population and on the aotual waste disobarga needs ot the power stations 
(o) In 1969 the litllit wa.a atill 5xl0.3..Ci/;year. 
A;PPENDIX VII-d 
lk~NUAL LIQUID TRITIUM DISCHARGES /9/ 
r····========r====a===·========j========~=:====s~====~=======~====;===·======cJ 
1 ! 'Activity discharged fCi/year] I Disc~arge limit: 
I Country Fa.rility I 1969 i 1970 i 19'71 [Ci/year;] l 
432 (a) I 
l 
I 
I 
! 
GERMANY 
1.--.. -------.. -
1 FRANCE 
KRB I j 17.8 
KWL 1 26 
KWO I 328 J I I 
VAK · i i · l I 480 · (a) : I I I 
·-----------------t---------t---------t---------1----------------
CHINON l I ! 
, I l 
I I I St-LAURENT-DES- I ! 
~~ ' I 
SENA ! l 340 1 706 · I 7 x106 (d) 
EL 4 I l i I f;-~~;------~·1 -~;;;:----------r--~;~;---r--~:~;---t----~;---~-~~;:~~---~~;--1 GARIGLIANO ! 1 I 5 I 5 l 5 x105 (b) j I . I . 3 
i I TRINO VERCELLESEi 0 ; 135 ! 1 117 I. 5 xlO (c) 
! t ' I I t----------- -----------------r---------+---------t---------i----------------1 l ) l 
I NETHERLANDS ' DODEVIA.ARD i I 2. 37 I I 
I I ! i 
(a) Figure derived from monthly li~it. 
(b) The actual discharge limits for the Latina and Garigliano power stations 
correspond respectively to 1/3 and to the tll?CP in drinking water, 
measured in the co~ling water discharge canals. These limits are actually 
being replaced by discharge formulae based on analyses of the critical 
groups of the population and on the actual waste discharge needs of the 
power stations. 
(c) In 1969 the limit was still 5xl05 Ci/year. 
(d) Discharge limit derived from the ~~C in drinking water. 
I 
i 
1SAXII1QM EXPOSURE FRmi NQBI,E Gll9 DISCHi.RGES 
At o;r; Kii AND AT 5 IQ~r FROM THE POWKtl _STATIONS /9/ 
=~:::::::=·--==:::::~~-r~!~~~;: 1-~::::;:::;:·=;~=~~=:·;:::::·i~:iRJ-·;:::·:~-~:;·;:-[::::;--~:::·::·;·::·c:::;?· ~~~~~~~~~~~-b_m_J~--~~a_t_o_._5_k_m~t--~~~·----~~-t~~~l971 1969 11970-~ 1971 
~~ 7 8 f I ~:I'$ 109 I 2 x 10=
8 
. 5 x 10= ! 0.12 j o.o~ 1 0.07 o.o~ i o.o2 j o.o2 , 
:'1T.L 150 9.5 X 10 ! 2.6 X 10 8 11 1.1 ; 0.6 I 0.3 I 0.18 ! : 
I -7 ! -7 I I I ' l{YO 60 I' 7 X 10 I 1.) X 10 0.2 0.3 I 0.05 0.04 ! 0.05 ' 0.01 I 
-6 ! -7 ; 1 J I ; I 
r----------- :~~------ --- --~~- ----~---:_:_~~--- -----t----~ _:- ~o- -- - --r-~~---1~-o ~~~--~· --~-·-~=- 1.-~~~~ _J~~~~-L~~~~--t FB.b.NCE ; i ~ ! I ! CHil'WH 50 (a.) I 1 X 10-6 2 X 10-7 ~,· 5 3.3 1.6 l, 0.15 !' 0.65 0.35 
St-LAURENT- l IDE~~ELUX 78 (b) l 4 X l0-7 9 X 10-8 "l 0.31 0.05 0.6 0.07 I 0.01 0.13 
ISEr~J>. 16 l 6 X lC- 6 4 X lo-7 l 0 0 1.5 0 i 0 0.09 
. !EL 4 ) 70 li 5 X lo-7 ! 1 X 10-? i 0 ' 0 i 11 ! 0 ! 0 I 2.2 : 
1 l . . ! , I : . I 
i;~~~------·----~-------r---------i---··-------6-------r,· --- ---------------~-------r------l-------~-------r---··--t------1 
) - -7 l 6 l I t , : , IJ~Til~.( ) 52 1 X 10 l 2 X 10 I o. 1 I 1 ' 1 ! 0.12 j 0 .. 20 0 .. 20 I 
! -7 ' -8 . -· J / 
:GiuUGLIANO · 92 3 x 10 1 x 10 2.3 4.5 , 10.2 o.5_, ! 1 . 2.5 l t ) • t ' ' 
: TRINO VER- ; i i 1 ! ! j ~1 jcELLE.SE . 100 i 2.3 x 1o-7 . 6 x 10-8 j o . o 1 o.ooe; o i c f o.oo2i 1 ; ' l I i l l I I f;;;~~1 ::::-T~::-----r:~~-:-::=;------·----:-:-::=~- ---r:-----r-:~::-r:~::-:-:-----r:~:~-t=~~:~- J 
(a) The three C~inon power stations have different discharge heights (~9, 67.5, 52 m). Calculation of 
~xposure was based on the conservative hypothesis of a single discharge point at a hei~ht of 50 m. 
(b) Calculation of e::-~po3ure was based on the conservat:~ve hypothesis of a single c:!.scha.~ge point fo:r. the two 
power stations. 

